Version 03 Codebook
-------------------------------
CODEBOOK VARIABLE DOCUMENTATION

-------------------------------
VAR VERSION

VERSION NUMBER

This is the 2-digit number corresponding to version of the data file. (The initial release of the raw data file is data version 01.)

-------------------------------
VAR DSETNO

DATASET NUMBER

The 1998 Pilot is NES dataset number 1998.P

-------------------------------
VAR ICPSR

ICPSR STUDY NUMBER

This is the Study number within the ICPSR archive.

  2693

-------------------------------
VAR ICPSRED

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER

This is the Edition number assigned by ICPSR

  Edition 1

-------------------------------
VAR ICPSRPT

ICPSR PART NUMBER

This is the Part number assigned by ICPSR.

  Part 1

-------------------------------
VAR 98P001

RESPONDENT ID NUMBER

ID numbers 1-1203; there are gaps at 438,507,557,730,858,879,964.

-------------------------------
VAR 98P002

STARTING DATE
This is the date when interviewing began, recorded as a 6-digit value in the format YYMMDD.

===============================
VAR 98P003
ENDING DATE
This is the date when interviewing ended, recorded as a 6-digit value in the format YYMMDD.

===============================
VAR 98P004
INTERVIEWER ID
This is the interviewer's 6-digit identification number.

===============================
VAR 98P005
STATE OF INTERVIEW - Preload item QB
1     California
2     Illinois
3     Georgia

===============================
VAR 98P006
FIPS STATE AND COUNTY CODE
The FIPS State code is represented in digits 1 and 2 of this variable, the FIPS County code in the last 3 digits.

===============================
VAR 98P007
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES RUNNING FOR GOVERNOR - Preload item QA
1     Dan Lungren  (California)
2     George Ryan  (Illinois)
3     Guy Millner  (Georgia)

===============================
VAR 98P008
DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES RUNNING FOR GOVERNOR- Preload item QAA
1     Gray Davis (California)
2     Glen Poshard (Illinois)
3     Roy Barnes (Georgia)

===============================
VAR 98P009
INCUMBENT SENATORS - Preload item QE
1     Diane Feinstein (California)
2     Richard Durbin (Illinois)
3 Max Cleland (Georgia)

===============================================
VAR 98P010

INCUMBENT SENATORS RUNNING FOR RE-ELECTION- Preload item QF

1 Barbara Boxer (California)
2 Carol Moseley-Braun (Illinois)
3 Paul Coverdell (Georgia)

===============================================
VAR 98P011

RETIRING GOVERNORS - Preload item QG

1 Pete Wilson (California)
2 Jim Edgar (Illinois)
3 Zell Miller (Georgia)

===============================================
VAR 98P012

FIRST GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATE - Preload item QC

The Democratic or Republican gubernatorial candidate was assigned as the "first" gubernatorial candidate according to a randomized procedure. Variables V98P012 and V98P013 were used in administration of questions relating to the gubernatorial race in R's state.

CALIFORNIA
1 Dan Lungren OR
2 Gray Davis

ILLINOIS
3 George Ryan OR
4 Glen Poshard

GEORGIA
5 Guy Millner OR
6 Roy Barnes

===============================================
VAR 98P013

SECOND GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATE - Preload item QD

The Democratic or Republican gubernatorial candidate was assigned as the "second" gubernatorial candidate according to a randomized procedure. Variables V98P012 and V98P013 were used in administration of questions relating to the gubernatorial race in R's state.

CALIFORNIA
1 Dan Lungren OR
2 Gray Davis

ILLINOIS
3 George Ryan OR
4 Glen Poshard

GEORGIA
5 Guy Millner OR
6     Roy Barnes

===============================
VAR 98P014

SUMMARY:
PARTY OF FIRST GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATE (Preload item QC)
1     Democrat
2     Republican

===============================
VAR 98P015

SUMMARY:
PARTY OF SECOND GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATE (Preload item QD)
1     Democrat
2     Republican

===============================
VAR 98P016

HOUSEHOLD LISTING SUMMARY:
TOTAL NUMBER OF ELIGIBLE PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD
This is the total number of persons 18 or over who are US citizens.

===============================
VAR 98P017

HOUSEHOLD LISTING SUMMARY:
TOTAL NUMBER OF ELIGIBLE FEMALES IN HOUSEHOLD
Total number of females 18 or over who are US citizens

===============================
VAR 98P018

HOUSEHOLD LISTING SUMMARY:
TOTAL NUMBER OF ELIGIBLE MALES IN HOUSEHOLD
Total number of males 18 or over who are US citizens

===============================
VAR 98P019

HOUSEHOLD LISTING:
AGE OF 1ST ELIGIBLE PERSON MENTIONED

===============================
VAR 98P020

HOUSEHOLD LISTING:
AGE OF 2ND ELIGIBLE PERSON MENTIONED
00. NO 2ND ELIGIBLE PERSON
HOUSEHOLD LISTING:
AGE OF 3RD ELIGIBLE PERSON MENTIONED

00. NO 3RD ELIGIBLE PERSON

=========================================
VAR 98P022

HOUSEHOLD LISTING:
AGE OF 4TH ELIGIBLE PERSON MENTIONED

00. NO 4TH ELIGIBLE PERSON

=========================================
VAR 98P023

HOUSEHOLD LISTING:
AGE OF 5TH ELIGIBLE PERSON MENTIONED

00. NO 5TH ELIGIBLE PERSON

=========================================
VAR 98P024

HOUSEHOLD LISTING:
GENDER OF 1ST ELIGIBLE PERSON MENTIONED

=========================================
VAR 98P025

HOUSEHOLD LISTING:
GENDER OF 2ND ELIGIBLE PERSON MENTIONED

0. NO 2ND ELIGIBLE PERSON

=========================================
VAR 98P026

HOUSEHOLD LISTING:
GENDER OF 3RD ELIGIBLE PERSON MENTIONED

0. NO 3RD ELIGIBLE PERSON

=========================================
VAR 98P027

HOUSEHOLD LISTING:
GENDER OF 4TH ELIGIBLE PERSON MENTIONED

0. NO 4TH ELIGIBLE PERSON

=========================================
VAR 98P028

HOUSEHOLD LISTING:
GENDER OF 5TH ELIGIBLE PERSON MENTIONED

0. NO 5TH ELIGIBLE PERSON
PERSON NUMBER SELECTED AS RESPONDENT
Selection according to Kish procedure

RESPONDENT AGE
Ages 18-93

RESPONDENT GENDER
1  Male
2  Female

BEGINNING TIME OF INTERVIEW
Time on 24-hour clock as HRMNSC

ENDING TIME OF INTERVIEW
Time on 24-hour clock as HRMNSC

A1. Some people don't pay much attention to political campaigns. How about you? Would you say that you have been very much interested, somewhat interested, or not much interested in the political campaigns in (RESTORE QB) so far this year?
1  Very much interested
3  Somewhat interested
5  Not much interested
8  Don't know
9  Refused

A2. The next few questions are about the media. First: Do you have either cable or satellite television?
1  Yes
5  No
8  Don't know
9     Refused

=======================================
VAR 98P103

A3. How many days in the past week did you read a daily newspaper?

[RECORD NUMBER 1-7]

0     None, didn't read
8     Don't know
9     Refused

=======================================
VAR 98P104

A3A. Did you read about the campaign in any newspaper?

1     Yes
5     No
8     Don't know
9     Refused

0     INAP 0,8,9 IN A3

=======================================
VAR 98P105

A3B. How much attention did you pay to newspaper articles about the campaign for Governor of [RESTORE QB] - a great deal, quite a bit, some, very little, or none?

1     A great deal
2     Quite a bit
3     Some
4     Very little
5     None
8     Don't know
9     Refused

0     INAP 0,8,9 IN A3; 5,8,9 IN A3A

=======================================
VAR 98P106

A4. How many days in the past week did you watch the local TV news, for example, Eyewitness News or Action News?

[RECORD NUMBER 1-7]

0     None
8     Don't know
9     Refused

=======================================
VAR 98P107

A4A. How much attention did you pay to news on local news shows about the campaign for Governor - a great deal, quite a bit, some, very little, or none?
1. A great deal
2. Quite a bit
3. Some
4. Very little
5. None
8. Don't know
9. Refused

0. INAP 0 IN A4

-----------------------------
VAR 98P108

A5. Do you listen to or watch talk shows on radio or TV where people call in to voice their opinion?

1. Yes
5. No
8. Don't know
9. Refused

-----------------------------
VAR 98P109

A6. On a typical weekday, about how many hours of television do you watch during the morning and afternoon?

[RECORD NUMBER 1-10]

0. None
11. More than 10 hours
12. Don't watch any TV [VOL] {SKIP TO FILTER BEFORE A9}

98. Don't know
99. Refused

-----------------------------
VAR 98P110

A7. About how many hours of television do you watch on a typical weekday evening?

[RECORD NUMBER 1-10]

0. None
11. More than 10 hours
12. Don't watch any TV [VOL] {SKIP TO FILTER BEFORE A9}

96. INAP, 12 IN A6
98. Don't know
99. Refused

-----------------------------
VAR 98P111

A8. On a typical WEEKEND day, about how many hours of television do you watch during the morning and afternoon?

[RECORD NUMBER 1-10]
0     None
11    More than 10 hours
12    Don't watch any TV [VOL] {SKIP TO FILTER BEFORE A9}

96    INAP 12 IN A6; 12 IN A7
98    Don't know
99    Refused

=================================
VAR 98P112
A8A.  HALF SAMPLE
1     Ask A9
2     Ask M13-M15

=================================
VAR 98P113
A9.    When you're watching television, do you always pay attention to the commercials, usually pay attention, sometimes pay attention, or never pay attention to television commercials?
1     Always pay attention
2     Usually pay attention
3     Sometimes pay attention
4     Never pay attention
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 2 IN A8A

=================================
VAR 98P114
A10.   Do you ever discuss politics with your family or friends?
1     Yes
5     No
8     Don't know
9     Refused

=================================
VAR 98P115
A10A.  How often do you discuss politics with your family or friends -- every day, 3 or 4 times a week, once or twice a week, or less often than that?
1     Every day
2     3-4 times a week
3     Once or twice a week
4     Less often
5     Never [VOL]
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 5,8,9 IN A10

VAR 98P116

A10B. How many days in the past week did you talk about politics with family or friends?

[RECORD NUMBER 1-6]

0    None
7    Every day
8    Don't know
9    Refused; INAP, 5,8,9 IN A10; 5,8,9 IN A10A

VAR 98P117

A11   HALF SAMPLE

1    Ask A11A-A11C
2    Ask R1A-R1C

VAR 98P118

A11A. Some people have opinions about almost everything; other people have opinions about just some things; and still other people have very few opinions. What about you? Would you say you have opinions about almost everything, about many things, about some things, or about very few things?

The order of items A11A, A11B-B2, A11C was randomized.
See randomization item Rand.A11.

1    Almost everything
2    Many things
3    Some things
4    Very few things
8    Don't know
9    Refused

0    INAP, 2 IN A11

VAR 98P119

A11B. Compared to the average person, do you have fewer opinions about whether things are good or bad, about the same number of opinions, or more opinions?

The order of items A11A, A11B-B2, A11C was randomized.
See randomization item Rand.A11.

1    Fewer opinions
3    About the same
5    More opinions
8    Don't know
9    Refused

0    INAP, 2 IN A11
VAR 98P120

A11B1. Would you say that you have a lot more opinions or just somewhat more opinions?

5 A lot more opinions
4 Just somewhat more opinions
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP, 2 IN A11; 1,3,8,9 IN A11B

VAR 98P121

A11B2. Would you say that you have a lot fewer opinions or just somewhat fewer opinions?

1 A lot fewer opinions
2 Just somewhat fewer opinions
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP 2 IN A11; 3,5,8,9 IN A11B

VAR 98P122

A11C. Some people say that it is important to have definite opinions about lots of things, while other people think that it is better to remain neutral on most issues. What about you? Do you think it is better to have definite opinions about lots of things or to remain neutral on most issues?

The order of items A11A, A11B-B2, A11C was randomized. See randomization item Rand.A11.

1 Definite opinions
5 Remain neutral
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP 2 IN A11

VAR 98P123

We are interested in what issues you think ought to be important during the upcoming statewide election in [RESTORE QB]. Please indicate if you think any of the following are important issues facing your state at this time.

B1A. Private school vouchers

The order of items B1A-B1F was randomized. See randomization items Rand.B1A-Rand.B1F.

1 Yes
5 No
8     Don't know
9     Refused

==============================

VAR 98P124

B1B.     Protecting women's right to an abortion

The order of items B1A-B1F was randomized.
See randomization items Rand.B1A-Rand.B1F.

1     Yes
5     No
8     Don't know
9     Refused

==============================

VAR 98P125

B1C.     Tougher penalties for gun-related crimes

The order of items B1A-B1F was randomized.
See randomization items Rand.B1A-Rand.B1F.

1     Yes
5     No
8     Don't know
9     Refused

==============================

VAR 98P126

B1D.     Campaign contributions from Political Action Committees (PACs)

The order of items B1A-B1F was randomized.
See randomization items Rand.B1A-Rand.B1F.

1     Yes
5     No
8     Don't know
9     Refused

==============================

VAR 98P127

B1E.     Protecting the quality of the air and water

The order of items B1A-B1F was randomized.
See randomization items Rand.B1A-Rand.B1F.

1     Yes
5     No
8     Don't know
9     Refused

==============================

VAR 98P128

B1F.     Improving discipline in the schools
The order of items B1A-B1F was randomized.
See randomization items Rand.B1A-Rand.B1F.

1 Yes
5 No
8 Don't know
9 Refused

-----------------------------
VAR 98P129

B2. Generally speaking, would you say that you personally care a good
deal who wins the election for Governor this fall, or that you
don't care very much who wins?

1 Care a good deal
5 Don't care very much
8 Don't know
9 Refused

-----------------------------
VAR 98P130

B3. Do you happen to remember the names of the candidates for
Governor of [RESTORE QB] who are running in the November
election? (INTERVIEWER: IF THEY REMEMBER AT LEAST ONE USE CODE 1)

1 Yes, remember
5 No, don't remember
8 Don't know
9 Refused

-----------------------------
VAR 98P131

B3A1. Who are they? (ASK AS OPEN END; ACCEPT ONLY 3 NAMES; PROBE FOR
SPECIFICS: Any others?)

FIRST MENTION

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate
and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial
candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or
Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second"
candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

1 [RESTORE QC]
2 [RESTORE QD]
3 Other {SPECIFY}
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP, 5,8,9 IN B3

-----------------------------
VAR 98P132

B3A2. Who are they? (ASK AS OPEN END; ACCEPT ONLY 3 NAMES; PROBE FOR
SPECIFICS: Any others?)
SECOND MENTION

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

1. [RESTORE QC]
2. [RESTORE QD]
3. Other {SPECIFY}
8. Don't know
9. Refused
0. INAP, 5,8,9 IN B3; no further mention

VAR 98P133

B3A3. Who are they? (ASK AS OPEN END; ACCEPT ONLY 3 NAMES; PROBE FOR SPECIFICS: Any others?)

THIRD MENTION

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

1. [RESTORE QC]
2. [RESTORE QD]
3. Other {SPECIFY}
8. Don't know
9. Refused
0. INAP, 5,8,9 IN B3; no further mention

VAR 98P134

B3AA. INTERVIEWER DID RESPONDENT MENTION A NAME?

1. Yes
5. No (8 or 9 in B3A1)
7. Interviewer error: name given in B3A1-B3A3 but B3AA miscoded "No"
0. INAP 5,8,9 IN B3

VAR 98P135

B3B1. What is [RESTORE QC]'s party?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second"
candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

1 Democrat
3 Republican
5 Other [SPECIFY]
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP 5,8,9 in B3; QC not in B3A1-B3A3; 5,7n B3AA

=====================================================================

VAR 98P136

B3B2. What is [RESTORE QD]'s party?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

1 Democrat
3 Republican
5 Other [SPECIFY]
8 Don't know
9 Refused
0 NA

0 INAP 5,8,9 in B3; QD not in B3A1-B3A3; 5,7 in B3AA

=====================================================================

VAR 98P137

B3B3. What is [RESTORE B3A]'s party?

1 Democrat
3 Republican
5 Other [SPECIFY]
8 Don't know
9 Refused
0 NA

0 INAP 5,8,9 in B3; no mention other than QC and QD in B3A1-B3A3; 5,7 in B3AA

=====================================================================

VAR 98P138

I'd like to get your feelings toward some of our political leaders and other people who are in the news these days. I'll read the name of a person and I'd like you to rate that person using something we call the feeling thermometer. Ratings between 50 degrees and 100 degrees mean that you feel favorable and warm toward the person. Ratings between 0 degrees and 50 degrees mean that you don't feel favorable toward the person and that you don't care too much for that person. You would rate the person at the 50 degree mark if you don't feel particularly warm or cold toward the person. If we come to a person whose name you don't recognize, you don't need to rate that person. Just tell me and we'll move on to the next one. (INTERVIEWER USE "DON'T KNOW" IF DON'T RECOGNIZE)
PROGRAMMER NOTE - AFTER FIRST ITEM IN SERIES PUT INTRO IN PARENTHESIS
WITH AN INTERVIEWER NOTE TO READ IF NECESSARY

C1A.    Bill Clinton

[RECORD NUMBER 0-100]
998     Don't know
999     Refused

===============================================

VAR 98P139

C1A1.    When you say you don't know, do you mean that you don't know
who the person is or do you have something else in mind?

1     Don't know who the person is
2     Have something else in mind
0     INAP 0-100,999 IN C1A

===============================================

VAR 98P140

C1B.    Newt Gingrich

THERMOMETER RATING

[RECORD NUMBER 0-100]
998     Don't know
999     Refused

===============================================

VAR 98P141

C1B1.    When you say you don't know, do you mean that you don't know
who the person is or do you have something else in mind?

1     Don't know who the person is
2     Have something else in mind
0     INAP 0-100,999 IN C1B

===============================================

VAR 98P142

C1C.    [RESTORE QD]

THERMOMETER RATING

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate
and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial
candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or
Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second"
candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of C1C-C1C1, C1D-C1D1, C1E-C1E1 was randomized.
See randomization item Rand.C1.

[RECORD NUMBER 0-100]
998     Don't know
999     Refused

VAR 98P143

C1Cl.     When you say you don't know, do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?

1     Don't know who the person is
2     Have something else in mind
0     INAP 0-100,999 IN C1C

VAR 98P144

C1D.     [RESTORE QC]

THERMOMETER RATING

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of C1C-C1C1, C1D-C1D1, C1E-C1E1 was randomized. See randomization item Rand.C1.

[RECORD NUMBER 0-100]
998     Don't know
999     Refused

VAR 98P145

C1D1.     When you say you don't know, do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?

1     Don't know who the person is
2     Have something else in mind
0     INAP 0-100,999 IN C1D

VAR 98P146

C1E.     [RESTORE QG]

THERMOMETER RATING

Preload item QG is the name of the retiring Governor in R's state. QG is documented in V98P011.

The order of C1C-C1C1, C1D-C1D1, C1E-C1E1 was randomized. See randomization item Rand.C1.

[RECORD NUMBER 0-100]
998     Don't know
999     Refused
When you say you don't know, do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?

1. Don't know who the person is
2. Have something else in mind

0. INAP 0-100,999 IN C1E

THERMOMETER RATING

Preload item QF is the name of the Incumbent Senator Running for Re-election in R's state. QF is documented in V98P010.

The order of items C1F, C1G was randomized.
See randomization item Rand.C1F-G.

[RECORD NUMBER 0-100]
998. Don't know
999. Refused

THERMOMETER RATING

Preload item QE is the name of the Incumbent Senator in R's state. QE is documented in V98P009.

The order of items C1F, C1G was randomized.
See randomization item Rand.C1F-G.

[RECORD NUMBER 0-100]
998. Don't know
999. Refused
C1G1. When you say you don't know, do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?

1  Don't know who the person is
2  Have something else in mind
0  INAP 0-100,999 IN C1G

VAR 98P152

C2  HALF SAMPLE

1  ASK C2A1
2  ASK C2A2

VAR 98P153

Still using the feeling thermometer, how would you rate:

C2A1. The Religious Right

The order of items C2A1-2A1A/C2A2-2A2A, C2B-2B1, C2C-2C1, C2D-2D1, C2E-2E1 was randomized.

[RECORD NUMBER 0-100]
996  INAP 2 IN C2
998  Don't know
999  Refused

VAR 98P154

C2A1A. When you say you don't know, do you mean that you aren't familiar with this group or do you have something else in mind?

1  Aren't familiar with this group
2  Have something else in mind
0  INAP 0-100,999 IN C2A1; 2 IN C2

VAR 98P155

C2A2. Christian Fundamentalists

THERMOMETER RATING

[RECORD NUMBER 0-100]

The order of items C2A1-2A1A/C2A2-2A2A, C2B-2B1, C2C-2C1, C2D-2D1, C2E-2E1 was randomized.

996  INAP 1 IN C2
998  Don't know
999  Refused
VAR 98P156

C2A2A. When you say you don't know, do you mean that you aren't familiar with this group or do you have something else in mind?

1 Aren't familiar with this group
2 Have something else in mind
0 INAP 0-100,999 IN C2A2; 1 IN C2

VAR 98P157

C2B. Labor unions such as the AFL-CIO

THERMOMETER RATING

The order of items C2A1-2A1A/C2A2-2A2A, C2B-2B1, C2C-2C1, C2D-2D1, C2E-2E1 was randomized.

[RECORD NUMBER 0-100]
998 Don't know
999 Refused

VAR 98P158

C2B1. When you say you don't know, do you mean that you aren't familiar with this group or do you have something else in mind?

1 Aren't familiar with this group
2 Have something else in mind
0 INAP 0-100,999 IN C2B

VAR 98P159

C2C. Pro-life groups such as the National Right to Life Committee

THERMOMETER RATING

The order of items C2A1-2A1A/C2A2-2A2A, C2B-2B1, C2C-2C1, C2D-2D1, C2E-2E1 was randomized.

[RECORD NUMBER 0-100]
998 Don't know
999 Refused

VAR 98P160

C2C1. When you say you don't know, do you mean that you aren't familiar with this group or do you have something else in mind?
1 Aren't familiar with this group
2 Have something else in mind
0 INAP 0-100,999 IN C2C

VAR 98P161

C2D. Environmental protection groups such as the Sierra Club

THERMOMETER RATING

The order of items C2A1-2A1A/C2A2-2A2A, C2B-2B1, C2C-2C1, C2D-2D1, C2E-2E1 was randomized.

[RECORD NUMBER 0-100]
998 Don't know
999 Refused

VAR 98P162

C2D1. When you say you don't know, do you mean that you aren't familiar with this group or do you have something else in mind?

1 Aren't familiar with this group
2 Have something else in mind
0 INAP 0-100,999 IN C2D

VAR 98P163

C2E. Conservative religious groups such as the Christian Coalition

THERMOMETER RATING

The order of items C2A1-2A1A/C2A2-2A2A, C2B-2B1, C2C-2C1, C2D-2D1, C2E-2E1 was randomized.

[RECORD NUMBER 0-100]
998 Don't know
999 Refused

VAR 98P164

C2E1. When you say you don't know, do you mean that you aren't familiar with this group or do you have something else in mind?

1 Aren't familiar with this group
2 Have something else in mind
0 INAP 0-100,999 IN C2E

VAR 98P165
C3. Do you approve or disapprove of the way [RESTORE QG] is handling his job as Governor?

Preload item QG is the name of the retiring Governor in R's state. QG is documented in V98P011.

1 Approve
5 Disapprove
8 Don't know
9 Refused

========================================
VAR 98P166

C3A. Do you approve strongly or not strongly?

1 Strongly
2 Not strongly
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP 5,8,9 IN C3

========================================
VAR 98P167

C3B. Do you disapprove strongly or not strongly?

5 Strongly
4 Not strongly
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP 1,8,9 IN C3

========================================
VAR 98P168

Now I would like to ask whether you or anyone in your household belong to any of the following groups. Do you belong to:

D1A. Labor unions such as the AFL-CIO

The order of groups questions D1A-D1D was the same relative order used in the randomized thermometer series.

1 Yes
5 No
8 Don't know
9 Refused

========================================
VAR 98P169

D1B. Pro-life groups such as the National Right to Life Committee

The order of groups questions D1A-D1D was the same relative order used in the randomized thermometer series.
1. Yes
5. No
8. Don't know
9. Refused

VAR 98P170

D1C. Environmental protection groups such as the Sierra Club

The order of groups questions D1A-D1D was the same relative order used in the randomized thermometer series.

1. Yes
5. No
8. Don't know
9. Refused

VAR 98P171

D1D. Conservative religious groups such as the Christian Coalition

The order of groups questions D1A-D1D was the same relative order used in the randomized thermometer series.

1. Yes
5. No
8. Don't know
9. Refused

VAR 98P172

D1X. HALF SAMPLE

1. ASK D2-D2A
2. ASK D3

VAR 98P173

D2. So far as you know now, do you expect to vote in the [RESTORE QB] elections this coming November/next week? (INTERVIEWER - EITHER IN-PERSON OR BY ABSENTEE BALLOT IS "YES")

1. Yes
5. No
8. Don't know
9. Refused

0. INAP 2 IN D1X

VAR 98P174

D2A. Would you say that you are definitely going to vote, probably going to vote, or are you just leaning towards voting?
1 Definitely
3 Probably
5 Leaning
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP 5,8,9 IN D2; 2 IN D1X

==============================================

VAR 98P175

D3. Please rate the probability you will vote in the [RESTORE QB] elections this coming November. We will use a zero to one hundred scale, with one hundred meaning you will DEFINITELY vote and zero meaning you will DEFINITELY NOT vote. You can use any number on the scale; the higher the number the greater the chance that you will vote in November.

[RECORD NUMBER 0-100]

996 INAP 1 IN D1X
998 Don't know
999 Refused

==============================================

VAR 98P176

D4A. Who do you think you will vote for in the election for Governor where the candidates are [RESTORE QAA] the Democrat and [RESTORE QA] the Republican?

INTERVIEWER ENTER RESPONDENT ANSWER (PROBE AS NEEDED: We all know the election is some time away and people are not certain at this point who they will vote for. Still, who do you think you will vote for in the election for Governor, [RESTORE QAA] the Democrat or [RESTORE QA] the Republican?)

Preload item QA is the name of the Republican Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QAA is the name of the Democratic Gubernatorial candidate in R's state.

1 [RESTORE QAA]
3 [RESTORE QA]
5 None (voter who will not vote for Gov.) [VOL]
7 Other [SPECIFY]
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP 5,8,9 IN D2 OR D3 IN 0-50,998,999

==============================================

VAR 98P177

D4B. Would you say that your preference for this candidate is strong or not strong?

1 Strong
5 Not strong
8 Don't know
VAR 98P178

D4C. If you were going to vote, who do you think you would vote for in the election for Governor where the candidates are [RESTORE QAA] the Democrat and [RESTORE QA] the Republican?

INTERVIEWER ENTER RESPONDENT ANSWER (PROBE ONLY IF NECESSARY: We all know the election is some time away and people are not certain at this point who they will vote for. Still, who do you think you would vote for in the election for Governor?)

Preload item QA is the name of the Republican Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QAA is the name of the Democratic Gubernatorial candidate in R's state.

1 [RESTORE QAA]
3 [RESTORE QA]
7 Other [SPECIFY]
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP 1 IN D2; 51-100 IN D3

VAR 98P179

D4D. Would you say that your preference for this candidate is strong or not strong?

1 Strong
5 Not strong
8 Don't know
9 Refused
0 NA; INAP 1 IN D2; 51-100 IN D3; 8,9 IN D4C

VAR 98P180

E0. HALF SAMPLE

1 ASK E1-E8A
2 ASK E9-E16

VAR 98P181

E1. We would like to find out about some of the things people do to help a party or a candidate win an election. Thus far in this year's campaign, did you talk to any people and try to show them why they should vote for or against one of the parties or candidates?

1 Yes
5 No
8 Don't know
9 Refused
E1A. Have you talked to people during this year's campaign and tried to show them why they should vote for or against one of the parties or candidates just once or twice, three or four times, or even more than that?

1 Once or twice
3 3 or 4 times
5 More than 4 times
8 Don't know
9 Refused

E2. Thus far in this year's campaign did you wear a campaign button, put a campaign sticker on your car, or place a sign in your window or in front of your house?

1 Yes
5 No
8 Don't know
9 Refused

E2A. How many of these three things - wearing a button, displaying a bumper sticker, or putting up a sign - have you done thus far in this year's campaign? One of them, two of them, or all three of them?

1 One of them
3 Two of them
5 All three
8 Don't know
9 Refused

E3. Thus far in this year's campaign did you go to any political meetings, rallies, speeches, dinners, or things like that in support of a particular candidate?

1 Yes
5 No
8 Don't know
9 Refused
VAR 98P186

E3A.  How many times thus far in this year's campaign did you go to a political meeting rally, speech or dinner in support of a particular candidate? Have you attended these kinds of political events just once or twice, three or four times, or even more often than that?

1  Once or twice
3  3 or 4 times
5  More than 4 times
8  Don't know
9  Refused

0  INAP 2 IN E0; 5,8,9 IN E3

VAR 98P187

E4.  Thus far in this year's campaign, did you do any (other) work for one of the parties or candidates?

1  Yes
5  No
8  Don't know
9  Refused

0  INAP 2 IN E0

VAR 98P188

E4A.  How often during this year's campaign have you worked for one of the parties or candidates? Just once or twice, three or four times, or even more often than that?

1  Once or twice
3  3-4 times
5  More than 4 times
8  Don't know
9  Refused

0  INAP 2 IN E0; 5,8,9 IN E4

VAR 98P189

E4X  HALF SAMPLE WITHIN HALF SAMPLE

1  ASK E5-E6A
2  ASK E7-E7A

0  INAP 2 IN E0

VAR 98P190
E5. During an election year people are often asked to make a contribution to support campaigns. Thus far in this year's campaign did you give any money to an INDIVIDUAL CANDIDATE running for public office?

1  Yes
5  No
8  Don't know
9  Refused

0  INAP 2 IN E0; 2 IN E4X

E5A. How much money have you given to INDIVIDUAL CANDIDATES running for public office during this year's campaign? Is it a total of less than 25 dollars, between 25 and 99 dollars, or $100 dollars or more?

1  Less than $25
3  $25-$99
5  $100 or more
8  Don't know
9  Refused

0  INAP 2 IN E0; 2 IN E4X; 5,8,9 IN E5

E6. Thus far in this year's campaign did you give money to any POLITICAL PARTY?

1  Yes
5  No
8  Don't know
9  Refused

0  INAP 2 IN E0; 2 IN E4X

E6A. How much money have you given to a POLITICAL PARTY during this year's campaign? Is it a total of less than 25 dollars, between 25 and 99 dollars, or $100 dollars or more?

1  Less than $25
3  $25-$99
5  $100 or more
8  Don't know
9  Refused

0  INAP 2 IN E0; 2 IN E4X; 5,8,9 IN E6

E7. During an election year people are often asked to make
contributions to support campaigns and political parties. Thus far in this year's campaign, did you give any money to a CANDIDATE running for public office or to a POLITICAL PARTY?

1  Yes
5  No
8  Don't know
9  Refused

0  INAP 2 IN E0; 1 IN E4X

============================================
VAR 98P195

E7A. How much money have you given to CANDIDATES or POLITICAL PARTIES during this year's campaign? Is it a total of less than 25 dollars, between 25 and 99 dollars, or $100 dollars or more?

1  Less than $25
3  $25-$99
5  $100 or more
8  Don't know
9  Refused

0  INAP 2 IN E0; 1 IN E4X; 5,8,9 IN E7

============================================
VAR 98P196

E8. Thus far in this year's campaign did you give any money to ANY OTHER GROUP that supported or opposed candidates?

1  Yes
5  No
8  Don't know
9  Refused

0  INAP 2 IN E0

============================================
VAR 98P197

E8A. How much money have you given to ANY OTHER GROUPS that supported or opposed candidates thus far in this year's campaign? Is it less than 25 dollars, between 25 and 99 dollars, or $100 dollars or more?

1  Less than $25
3  $25-$99
5  $100 or more
8  Don't know
9  Refused

0  INAP 2 IN E0; 5,8,9 IN E8

============================================
VAR 98P198

E9. We would like to find out about some of the things people do to help a party or candidate win an election. Thus far in this
year's campaign did you talk to people and try to show them why they should vote for or against one of the parties or candidates not at all, just once or twice, three or four times, or even more than that?

0   Not at all
1   Once or twice
3   3 or 4 times
5   More than 4 times
8   Don't know
9   Refused; INAP 1 IN E0

==================================
VAR 98P199

E10. Sometimes people show their support for candidates by wearing a campaign button, putting a campaign sticker on their car or by placing a sign in their window or in front of their house. How many of these three things - wearing a button, displaying a bumper sticker, or putting up a sign - have you done thus far in this year's campaign? None of them, one of them, two of them, or all three of them?

0   None
1   One of them
3   Two of them
5   All three
8   Don't know
9   Refused; INAP 1 IN E0

==================================
VAR 98P200

E11. How many times thus far in this year's campaign did you go to a political meeting, rally, speech, dinner or things like that in support of a particular candidate? Have you attended these kinds of political events not at all, just once or twice, three or four times, or even more than that?

0   Not at all
1   Once or twice
3   3 or 4 times
5   More than 4 times
8   Don't know
9   Refused; INAP 1 IN E0

==================================
VAR 98P201

E12. How often during this year's campaign have you worked for one of the parties or candidates? Not at all, just once or twice, three or four times, or even more often than that?

0   Not at all
1   Once or twice
3   3 or 4 times
5   More than 4 times
8   Don't know
9   Refused; INAP 1 IN E0
E12X HALF SAMPLE WITHIN HALF SAMPLE
1 ASK E13-E14
2 ASK E15
0 INAP 1 IN E0

E13. During an election year people are often asked to make a contribution to support campaigns. During this year's campaign how much money have you given to INDIVIDUAL CANDIDATES running for public office? Is that no money at all, a total of less than 25 dollars, between 25 and 99 dollars, or $100 dollars or more?

0 No money at all
1 Less than $25
3 $25-$99
5 $100 or more
8 Don't know
9 Refused; INAP 1 IN E0; 2 IN E12X

E14. How much money have you given to a POLITICAL PARTY during this year's campaign? Is that no money at all, a total of less than 25 dollars, between 25 and 99 dollars, or $100 dollars or more?

0 No money at all
1 Less than $25
3 $25-$99
5 $100 or more
8 Don't know
9 Refused; INAP 1 IN E0; 2 IN E12X

E15. During an election year people are often asked to make contributions to support campaigns and political parties. Thus far in this year's campaign how much money have you given to CANDIDATES or POLITICAL PARTIES? Is that no money at all, a total of less than 25 dollars, between 25 and 99 dollars, or $100 dollars or more?

0 No money at all
1 Less than $25
3 $25-$99
5 $100 or more
8 Don't know
9 Refused; INAP 1 IN E0; 1 IN E12X

VAR 98P206

E16. Thus far in this year's campaign how much money have you given to ANY OTHER GROUPS that supported or opposed candidates? Is that no money at all, less than 25 dollars, between 25 and 99 dollars, or $100 dollars or more?

0    No money at all
1    Less than $25
3    $25-$99
5    $100 or more
8    Don't know
9    Refused; INAP 1 IN E0

====================================================================
VAR 98P207
F1    THIRD SAMPLE
1    ASK F1A-F8B (FORMAT A - 1ST VERSION GUBERNATORIAL CAND AFFECTS)
2    ASK F9A-F16B (FORMAT B - 2ND VERSION GUBERNATORIAL CAND AFFECTS)
3    ASK F17A-F24B (FORMAT C - 3RD VERSION GUBERNATORIAL CAND AFFECTS)

====================================================================
VAR 98P208

FORMAT A:
Now we would like to know something about the feelings you have toward the candidates for Governor. I am going to name a candidate, and I want you to tell me whether you have certain feelings about him like anger or pride.

F1A. Thinking about [RESTORE QC], do you feel: Proud?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of the 2 series of affects for candidate QC (F1A-F4B) and QD (F5A-F8B) was randomized.
The order of QC affects F1A-B, F2A-B, F3A-B, F4A-B was randomized.
See item Rand.F1-8 (V98P471) and items Rand.F1-Rand.F8.

1    Yes
5    No
8    Don't know
9    Refused
0    INAP 2,3 IN F1

====================================================================
VAR 98P209

F1B. Would you say that you feel very proud or somewhat proud?

1    Very proud
5    Somewhat proud
8    Don't know
VAR 98P210

F2A. Thinking about [RESTORE QC] do you feel: Afraid?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of the 2 series of affects for candidate QC (F1A-F4B) and QD (F5A-F8B) was randomized.
The order of QC affects F1A-B, F2A-B, F3A-B, F4A-B was randomized.

1 Yes
5 No
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP 2,3 IN F1

VAR 98P211

F2B. Would you say that you feel very afraid or somewhat afraid?

1 Very afraid
5 Somewhat afraid
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP 2,3 IN F1; 5,8,9 IN F2A

VAR 98P212

F3A. Thinking about [RESTORE QC] do you feel: Hopeful?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of the 2 series of affects for candidate QC (F1A-F4B) and QD (F5A-F8B) was randomized.
The order of QC affects F1A-B, F2A-B, F3A-B, F4A-B was randomized.

1 Yes
5 No
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP 2,3 IN F1; 5,8,9 IN F2A
0     INAP 2,3 IN F1

============================================
VAR 98P213

F3B. Would you say that you feel very hopeful or somewhat hopeful?
1     Very hopeful
5     Somewhat hopeful
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 2,3 IN F1; 5,8,9 IN F3A

============================================
VAR 98P214

F4A. Thinking about [RESTORE QC] do you feel: Angry?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of the 2 series of affects for candidate QC (F1A-F4B) and QD (F5A-F8B) was randomized.
The order of QC affects F1A-B, F2A-B, F3A-B, F4A-B was randomized.
1     Yes
5     No
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 2,3 IN F1

============================================
VAR 98P215

F4B. Would you say that you feel very angry or somewhat angry?
1     Very angry
5     Somewhat angry
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 2,3 IN F1; 5,8,9 IN F4A

============================================
VAR 98P216

F5A. Thinking about [RESTORE QD] do you feel: Proud?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.
The order of the 2 series of affects for candidate QC (F1A-F4B) and QD (F5A-F8B) was randomized.
The order of QD affects F5A-B, F6A-B, F7A-B, F8A-B was randomized.

1     Yes
5     No
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 2,3 IN F1

==============================================
VAR 98P217
F5B. Would you say that you feel very proud or somewhat proud?

1     Very proud
5     Somewhat proud
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 2,3 IN F1; 5,8,9 IN F5A

==============================================
VAR 98P218
F6A. Thinking about [RESTORE QD] do you feel: Afraid?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate
and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial
candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or
Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second"
candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of the 2 series of affects for candidate QC (F1A-F4B) and
QD (F5A-F8B) was randomized.
The order of QD affects F5A-B, F6A-B, F7A-B, F8A-B was randomized.

1     Yes
5     No
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 2,3 IN F1

==============================================
VAR 98P219
F6B. Would you say that you feel very afraid or somewhat afraid?

1     Very afraid
5     Somewhat afraid
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 2,3 IN F1; 5,8,9 IN F6A

==============================================

VAR 98P220

F7A. Thinking about [RESTORE QD] do you feel: Hopeful?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of the 2 series of affects for candidate QC (F1A-F4B) and QD (F5A-F8B) was randomized. The order of QD affects F5A-B, F6A-B, F7A-B, F8A-B was randomized. See item Rand.F1-8 and items Rand.F1-Rand.F8.

1 Yes
5 No
8 Don't know
9 Refused
0 INAP 2,3 IN F1

==============================
VAR 98P221

F7B. Would you say that you feel very hopeful or somewhat hopeful?

1 Very hopeful
5 Somewhat hopeful
8 Don't know
9 Refused
0 INAP 2,3 IN F1; 5,8,9 IN F7A

==============================
VAR 98P222

F8A. Thinking about [RESTORE QD] do you feel: Angry?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of the 2 series of affects for candidate QC (F1A-F4B) and QD (F5A-F8B) was randomized. The order of QD affects F5A-B, F6A-B, F7A-B, F8A-B was randomized. See item Rand.F1-8 and items Rand.F1-Rand.F8.

1 Yes
5 No
8 Don't know
9 Refused
0 INAP 2,3 IN F1

==============================
VAR 98P223
F8B. Would you say that you feel very angry or somewhat angry?

1  Very angry  
5  Somewhat angry  
8  Don't know  
9  Refused  
0  INAP 2,3 IN F1; 5,8,9 IN F8A  

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=
VAR 98P224

FORMAT B:
Now we would like to know something about the feelings you have toward
the candidates for Governor. I am going to name a candidate, and I want
you to tell me whether something about that person, or something he has
done, has made you have certain feelings like anger or pride.

F9A. Has [RESTORE QC] - because of the kind of person he is, or
because of something he has done - ever made you feel: Proud?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate
and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial
candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or
Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second"
candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of the 2 series of affects for candidate QC (F9A-F12B) and
QD (F13A-F16B) was randomized.
The order of QC affects F9A-B, F10A-B, F11A-B, F12A-B was randomized.
See item Rand.F9-16 (V98P480) and items Rand.F9-Rand.F16.

1  Yes  
5  No  
8  Don't know  
9  Refused  
0  INAP 1,3 IN F1  

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=
VAR 98P225

F9B. How often have you felt this way? (READ CODES 1-4)

1  Very often  
2  Fairly often  
3  Occasionally  
4  Rarely  
8  Don't know  
9  Refused  
0  INAP 1,3 IN F1; 5,8,9 IN F9A  

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=
VAR 98P226

F10A. Has [RESTORE QC] - because of the kind of person he is, or
because of something he has done - ever made you feel: Afraid?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate
and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of the 2 series of affects for candidate QC (F9A-F12B) and QD (F13A-F16B) was randomized.

1     Yes
5     No
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 1,3 IN F1

========================================================================
VAR 98P227
P10B.   How often have you felt this way? (READ CODES 1-4)

1     Very often
2     Fairly often
3     Occasionally
4     Rarely
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 1,3 IN F1; 5,8,9 IN F10A

========================================================================
VAR 98P228
P11A.   Has [RESTORE QC] - because of the kind of person he is, or because of something he has done - ever made you feel: Hopeful?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of the 2 series of affects for candidate QC (F9A-F12B) and QD (F13A-F16B) was randomized.

1     Yes
5     No
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 1,3 IN F1

========================================================================
VAR 98P229
P11B.   How often have you felt this way? (READ CODES 1-4)
1     Very often
2     Fairly often
3     Occasionally
4     Rarely
8     Don't know
9     Refused

0     INAP 1,3 IN F1; 5,8,9 IN F11A

==============================================
VAR 98P230

F12A.   Has [RESTORE QC] - because of the kind of person he is, or
because of something he has done - ever made you feel:  Angry?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate
and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial
candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or
Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second"
candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of the 2 series of affects for candidate QC (F9A-F12B) and
QD (F13A-F16B) was randomized.
The order of QC affects F9A-B, F10A-B, F11A-B, F12A-B was randomized.

1     Yes
5     No
8     Don't know
9     Refused

0     INAP 1,3 IN F1

==============================================
VAR 98P231

F12B.   How often have you felt this way? (READ CODES 1-4)

1     Very often
2     Fairly often
3     Occasionally
4     Rarely
8     Don't know
9     Refused

0     INAP 1,3 IN F1; 5,8,9 IN F12A

==============================================
VAR 98P232

Now we would like to know something about the feelings you have toward
[RESTORE QD].

F13A.   Has [RESTORE QD] - because of the kind of person he is, or
because of something he has done - ever made you feel:  Proud?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate
and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial
candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or
Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of the 2 series of affects for candidate QC (F9A-F12B) and QD (F13A-F16B) was randomized.

The order of QD affects F13A-B, F14A-B, F15A-B, F16A-B was randomized.


1     Yes
5     No
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 1,3 IN F1

VAR 98P233

F13B.     How often have you felt this way? (READ CODES 1-4)

1     Very often
2     Fairly often
3     Occasionally
4     Rarely
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 1,3 IN F1; 5,8,9 IN F13A

VAR 98P234

F14A.     Has [RESTORE QD]- because of the kind of person he is, or because of something he has done - ever made you feel: Afraid?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of the 2 series of affects for candidate QC (F9A-F12B) and QD (F13A-F16B) was randomized.

The order of QD affects F13A-B, F14A-B, F15A-B, F16A-B was randomized.


1     Yes
5     No
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 1,3 IN F1

VAR 98P235

F14B.     How often have you felt this way? (READ CODES 1-4)

1     Very often
2     Fairly often
VAR 98P236

F15A. Has [RESTORE QD] - because of the kind of person he is, or because of something he has done - ever made you feel: Hopeful?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of the 2 series of affects for candidate QC (F9A-F12B) and QD (F13A-F16B) was randomized.

The order of QD affects F13A-B, F14A-B, F15A-B, F16A-B was randomized.

1 Yes
5 No
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP 1,3 IN F1; 5,8,9 IN F15A

VAR 98P237

F15B. How often have you felt this way? (READ CODES 1-4)

1 Very often
2 Fairly often
3 Occasionally
4 Rarely
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP 1,3 IN F1; 5,8,9 IN F15A

VAR 98P238

F16A. Has [RESTORE QD] - because of the kind of person he is, or because of something he has done - ever made you feel: Angry?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of the 2 series of affects for candidate QC (F9A-F12B) and QD (F13A-F16B) was randomized.

1     Yes
5     No
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 1,3 IN F1

==============================
VAR 98P239

F16B. How often have you felt this way? (READ CODES 1-4)

1     Very often
2     Fairly often
3     Occasionally
4     Rarely
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 1,3 IN F1; 5,8,9 IN F16A

==============================
VAR 98P240

FORMAT C:
Now we would like to know something about the feelings you have toward the candidates for Governor. I am going to name a candidate, and I want you to tell me whether he has made you have certain feelings like anger or pride.

F17A. Has [RESTORE QC] ever made you feel: Proud?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of the 2 series of affects for candidate QC (F17A-F20B) and QD (F21A-F24B) was randomized. The order of QC affects F17A-B, F18A-B, F19A-B, F20A-B was randomized. See item Rand.F17-24 (V98P489) and item Rand.F17-Rand.F24.

1     Yes
5     No
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 1,2 IN F1

==============================
VAR 98P241

F17B. How often have you felt this way? (READ CODES 1-4)

1     Very often
2     Fairly often
3 Occasionally
4 Rarely
8 Don't know
9 Refused
0 INAP 1,2 IN F1; 5,8,9 IN F17A

VAR 98P242
F18A. Has [RESTORE QC] ever made you feel: Afraid?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of the 2 series of affects for candidate QC (F17A-F20B) and QD (F21A-F24B) was randomized. The order of QC affects F17A-B, F18A-B, F19A-B, F20A-B was randomized. See item Rand.F17-20 and items Rand.F17-Rand.F24.

1 Yes
5 No
8 Don't know
9 Refused
0 INAP 1,2 IN F1

VAR 98P243
F18B. How often have you felt this way? (READ CODES 1-4)

1 Very often
2 Fairly often
3 Occasionally
4 Rarely
8 Don't know
9 Refused
0 INAP 1,2 IN F1; 5,8,9 IN F18A

VAR 98P244
F19A. Has [RESTORE QC] ever made you feel: Hopeful?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of the 2 series of affects for candidate QC (F17A-F20B) and QD (F21A-F24B) was randomized. The order of QC affects F17A-B, F18A-B, F19A-B, F20A-B was randomized. See item Rand.F17-20 and items Rand.F17-Rand.F24.
1     Yes
5     No
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 1,2 IN F1

-----------------------------------
VAR 98P245

F19B.  How often have you felt this way? (READ CODES 1-4)

1     Very often
2     Fairly often
3     Occasionally
4     Rarely
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 1,2 IN F1; 5,8,9 IN F19A

-----------------------------------
VAR 98P246

F20A.  Has [RESTORE QC] ever made you feel: Angry?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of the 2 series of affects for candidate QC (F17A-F20B) and QD (F21A-F24B) was randomized.

1     Yes
5     No
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 1,2 IN F1

-----------------------------------
VAR 98P247

F20B.  How often have you felt this way? (READ CODES 1-4)

1     Very often
2     Fairly often
3     Occasionally
4     Rarely
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 1,2 IN F1; 5,8,9 IN F20A

-----------------------------------
VAR 98P248
Now we would like to know something about the feeling you have toward [RESTORE QD].

F21A. Has [RESTORE QD] ever made you feel: Proud?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of the 2 series of affects for candidate QC (F17A-F20B) and QD (F21A-F24B) was randomized.
The order of QD affects F21A-B, F22A-B, F23A-B, F24A-B was randomized.

1 Yes
5 No
8 Don't know
9 Refused
0 INAP 1,2 IN F1

-----------------------------------------
VAR 98P249

F21B. How often have you felt this way? (READ CODES 1-4)

1 Very often
2 Fairly often
3 Occasionally
4 Rarely
8 Don't know
9 Refused
0 INAP 1,2 IN F1; 5,8,9 IN F21A

---------
VAR 98P250

F22A. Has [RESTORE QD] ever made you feel: Afraid?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of the 2 series of affects for candidate QC (F17A-F20B) and QD (F21A-F24B) was randomized.
The order of QD affects F21A-B, F22A-B, F23A-B, F24A-B was randomized.

1 Yes
5 No
8 Don't know
9 Refused
0 INAP 1,2 IN F1
VAR 98P251

F22B. How often have you felt this way? (READ CODES 1-4)

1  Very often
2  Fairly often
3  Occasionally
4  Rarely
8  Don't know
9  Refused

0  INAP 1,2 IN F1; 5,8,9 IN F22A

VAR 98P252

F23A. Has [RESTORE QD] ever made you feel: Hopeful?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of the 2 series of affects for candidate QC (F17A-F20B) and QD (F21A-F24B) was randomized.

1  Yes
5  No
8  Don't know
9  Refused

0  INAP 1,2 IN F1

VAR 98P253

F23B. How often have you felt this way? (READ CODES 1-4)

1  Very often
2  Fairly often
3  Occasionally
4  Rarely
8  Don't know
9  Refused

0  INAP 1,2 IN F1; 5,8,9 IN F22A

VAR 98P254

F24A. Has [RESTORE QD] ever made you feel: Angry?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or
Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of the 2 series of affects for candidate QC (F17A-F20B) and QD (F21A-F24B) was randomized. The order of QD affects F21A-B, F22A-B, F23A-B, F24A-B was randomized. See item Rand.F17-20 and items Rand.F17-Rand.F24.

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don't know
4. Refused
0. INAP 1,2 IN F1

VAR 98P255

F24B. How often have you felt this way? (READ CODES 1-4)

1. Very often
2. Fairly often
3. Occasionally
4. Rarely
5. Don't know
6. Refused
0. INAP 1,2 IN F1; 5,8,9 IN F24A

VAR 98P256

Now thinking about both candidates:

F25. Do you think [RESTORE QC] or [RESTORE QD] would do a better job for labor unions such as the AFL-CIO?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of groups questions F25-F28 was the same relative order used in the randomized thermometer series.

1. [RESTORE QC]
2. [RESTORE QD]
3. Don't know
4. Refused

VAR 98P257

F26. Do you think [RESTORE QC] or [RESTORE QD] would do a better job for pro-life groups such as the National Right to Life Committee?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate.
candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of groups questions F25-F28 was the same relative order used in the randomized thermometer series.

1     [RESTORE QC]
5     [RESTORE QD]
8     Don't know
9     Refused

==============================================

VAR 98P258

F27. Do you think [RESTORE QC] or [RESTORE QD] would do a better job for environmental protection groups such as the Sierra Club?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of groups questions F25-F28 was the same relative order used in the randomized thermometer series.

1     [RESTORE QC]
5     [RESTORE QD]
8     Don't know
9     Refused

==============================================

VAR 98P259

F28. Do you think [RESTORE QC] or [RESTORE QD] would do a better job for conservative religious groups such as the Christian Coalition?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of groups questions F25-F28 was the same relative order used in the randomized thermometer series.

1     [RESTORE QC]
5     [RESTORE QD]
8     Don't know
9     Refused

==============================================

VAR 98P260

G1. Now let's shift our attention to another area. From time to time, people discuss government, elections, and politics with other people. I'd like to know the people you talk with about these matters. Apart from the people in your immediate
household, can you think of anyone?

1     Yes
5     No
8     Don't know
9     Refused

-------------------------------
VAR 98P261

G1A. What is the person's FIRST name? [fixed length text response - 15 characters] (PROBE IF R HESITATES: "I only need a first name.")

BLANKED FOR REASONS OF CONFIDENTIALITY

-------------------------------
VAR 98P262

G2. Is there anyone else you talk with about these matters?

1     Yes
5     No
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 5,8,9 IN G1

-------------------------------
VAR 98P263

G2A. What is the person's FIRST name? [fixed length text response - 15 characters]

BLANKED FOR REASONS OF CONFIDENTIALITY

-------------------------------
VAR 98P264

G3. Anyone else (you can think of)?

1     Yes
5     No
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 5,8,9 IN G1; 5,8,9 IN G2

-------------------------------
VAR 98P265

G3A. What is the person's FIRST name? [fixed length text response - 15 characters]

BLANKED FOR REASONS OF CONFIDENTIALITY

-------------------------------
VAR 98P266

G4. In the upcoming election for Governor, do you think [RESTORE G1A]
will vote for [RESTORE QC], [RESTORE QD], some other candidate, or do you think [RESTORE G1A] won't vote?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

1     [RESTORE QC]
2     [RESTORE QD]
3     Some other candidate
4     Won't vote
5     Not eligible to vote in that state [VOL]
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 5,8,9 IN G1

-----------------------------
VAR 98P267

G4A1.  How difficult or easy was it to say how [RESTORE G1A] will vote? Was it very difficult, somewhat difficult, somewhat easy, or very easy?

1     Very difficult
2     Somewhat difficult
3     Somewhat easy
4     Very easy
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 5,8,9 IN G1; 4,5,8,9 IN G4A

-----------------------------
VAR 98P268

G4A2.  How difficult or easy was it to say whether or not [RESTORE G1A] would vote? Was it very difficult, somewhat difficult, somewhat easy, or very easy?

1     Very difficult
2     Somewhat difficult
3     Somewhat easy
4     Very easy
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 5,8,9 IN G1; 1-3,5,8,9 IN G4A

-----------------------------
VAR 98P269

G5.    In the upcoming election for Governor, do you think [RESTORE G2A] will vote for [RESTORE QC], [RESTORE QD], some other candidate, or do you think [RESTORE G2A] won't vote?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial

candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

1 [RESTORE QC]
2 [RESTORE QD]
3 Some other candidate
4 Won't vote
5 Not eligible to vote in that state [VOL]
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP 5,8,9 IN G1; 5,8,9 IN G2

==============================================
VAR 98P270

G5A1. How difficult or easy was it to say how [RESTORE G2A] will vote? Was it very difficult, somewhat difficult, somewhat easy, or very easy?

1 Very difficult
2 Somewhat difficult
3 Somewhat easy
4 Very easy
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP 5,8,9 IN G1; 5,8,9 IN G2; 4,5,8,9 IN G5A

==============================================
VAR 98P271

G5A2. How difficult or easy was it to say whether or not [RESTORE G2A] would vote? Was it very difficult, somewhat difficult, somewhat easy, or very easy?

1 Very difficult
2 Somewhat difficult
3 Somewhat easy
4 Very easy
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP 5,8,9 IN G1; 5,8,9 IN G2; 1-3,5,8,9 IN G5A

==============================================
VAR 98P272

G6. In the upcoming election for governor, do you think that [RESTORE G3A] will vote for [RESTORE QC], [RESTORE QD], some other candidate, or do you think that [RESTORE G3A] won't vote?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

1 [RESTORE QC]
2     [RESTORE QD]
3     Some other candidate
4     Won't vote
5     Not eligible to vote in that state [VOL]
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 5,8,9 IN G1; 5,8,9 IN G2; 5,8,9 IN G3

==============================================
VAR 98P273

G6A1.     How difficult or easy was it to say how [RESTORE G3A] will vote? Was it very difficult, somewhat difficult, somewhat easy, or very easy?

1     Very difficult
2     Somewhat difficult
3     Somewhat easy
4     Very easy
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 5,8,9 IN G1; 5,8,9 IN G2; 5,8,9 IN G3; 4,5,8,9 IN G6A

==============================================
VAR 98P274

G6A2.     How difficult or easy was it to say whether or not [RESTORE G3A] would vote? Was it very difficult, somewhat difficult, somewhat easy, or very easy?

1     Very difficult
2     Somewhat difficult
3     Somewhat easy
4     Very easy
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 5,8,9 IN G1; 5,8,9 IN G2; 5,8,9 IN G3; 1-3,5,8,9 IN G6A

==============================================
VAR 98P275

G7.     When you talk with [RESTORE G1A], do you discuss political matters: often, sometimes, rarely, or never?

1     Often
2     Sometimes
3     Rarely
4     Never
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 5,8,9 IN G1

==============================================
VAR 98P276

G8.     Generally speaking, how much do you think [RESTORE G1A] knows
about politics? Would you say: a great deal, an average amount, or not much at all?

1     A great deal
3     Average amount
5     Not much
8     Don't know
9     Refused

0     INAP 5,8,9 IN G1

G9.    Do [IF G3=1 RESTORE "ALL THREE"; OTHERWISE RESTORE "BOTH"] of these people, [IF G3=1 RESTORE G1A, G2A, G3A; OTHERWISE RESTORE G1A, G2A], know each other?

1     Yes
5     No
8     Don't know
9     Refused

0     INAP 5,8,9 IN G1; 5,8,9 IN G2

G10.   We would like to know how much contact people have had with candidates and campaigns during this election...Thus far in the campaign, have you received any mail from a candidate or political party about the election?

1     Yes
5     No
8     Don't know
9     Refused

G10A.  About how many pieces have you received?

0     None
1     1 or 2
2     3 to 5
3     6 to 10
4     11 to 20
5     21 or more
8     Don't know
9     Refused; INAP 5,8,9 IN G10

G11.   How about door-to-door campaigning? (Thus far in the campaign), have any candidates or party workers attempted to talk to you at your residence about the election?

1     Yes
5  No
8  Don't know
9  Refused

-----------------------------
VAR 98P281

G11A. About how many door-to-door visits have you received?

0  None
1  1 or 2
2  3 to 5
3  6 to 10
4  11 or more
8  Don't know
9  Refused; INAP 5,8,9 IN G11

-----------------------------
VAR 98P282

G12. Thus far in the campaign, have any candidates or party workers made any phone calls to you about the election?

1  Yes
5  No
8  Don't know
9  Refused

-----------------------------
VAR 98P283

G12A. About how many phone calls have you received?

0  None
1  1 or 2
2  3 to 5
3  6 to 10
4  11 or more
8  Don't know
9  Refused; INAP 5,8,9 IN G12

-----------------------------
VAR 98P284

G13. Considering all of these contacts, would you say that the (ROTATE: Democrats contacted you more, the Republicans contacted you more), or were they evenly balanced?

The order in which "Democrats" and "Republicans" were read in the question text was randomized.

1  Democrats
3  Republicans
5  Evenly balanced
8  Don't know
9  Refused

0  INAP G10 IN 5,8,9 AND G11 IN 5,8,9 AND G12 IN 5,8,9

VAR 98P285

G13A. Was that many more contacts or just a few more?

1 Many more contacts
5 A few more contacts
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP G10 IN 5,8,9 AND G11 IN 5,8,9 AND G12 IN 5,8,9;
  5,8,9 IN G13

VAR 98P286

Now I want to ask you some questions about how you feel when you think
about this country, the United States.

H1A. (IF NECESSARY AFTER FIRST IN SET: Thinking about the United
States, at this moment do you feel) angry?

The order of items H1A-H1D was randomized.
See items Rand.H1A-Rand.H1D.

1 Yes
5 No
8 Don't know
9 Refused

VAR 98P287

H1B. (IF NECESSARY AFTER FIRST IN SET: Thinking about the United
States, at this moment do you feel) enthusiastic?

The order of items H1A-H1D was randomized.
See items Rand.H1A-Rand.H1D.

1 Yes
5 No
8 Don't know
9 Refused

VAR 98P288

H1C. (IF NECESSARY AFTER FIRST IN SET: Thinking about the United
States, at this moment do you feel) upset?

The order of items H1A-H1D was randomized.
See items Rand.H1A-Rand.H1D.

1 Yes
5 No
8 Don't know
9 Refused

VAR 98P289
H1D. (IF NECESSARY AFTER FIRST IN SET: Thinking about the United States, at this moment do you feel) hopeful?

The order of items H1A-H1D was randomized. See items Rand.H1A-Rand.H1D.

1 Yes
5 No
8 Don't know
9 Refused

-------------------------------
VAR 98P290

H1X. HALF SAMPLE

1 ASK H2A-H2C
2 ASK H3A-H3C

-------------------------------
VAR 98P291

We hear a lot of talk these days about liberals and conservatives. Think of a seven-point scale on which the political views that people might hold are arranged from extremely liberal to extremely conservative, where 1 stands for extremely liberal, 2 for liberal, 3 for slightly liberal, 4 is moderate or middle, 5 stands for slightly conservative, 6 for conservative and 7 stands for extremely conservative.

1___________2___________3____________4____________5____________6____________7
EXTREMELY LIBERAL SLIGHTLY MODERATE; SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE CONSERVATIVE
LIBERAL LIBERAL MIDDLE CONSERVATIVE CONSERVATIVE

H2A. Where would you place yourself on this scale, or haven't you thought much about this? (IF NECESSARY: Where 1 stands for extremely liberal, 2 for liberal, 3 for slightly liberal, 4 is moderate or middle, 5 stands for slightly conservative, 6 for conservative and 7 stands for extremely conservative.)

[RECORD NUMBER 1-7]
0 Haven't thought much about this [VOL]
8 Don't know
9 Refused; INAP 2 IN H1X

-------------------------------
VAR 98P292

H2A1. If you had to choose, would you consider yourself a liberal or conservative?

1 Liberal
5 Conservative
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP 2 IN H1X; 1-3,5-7 IN H2A

-------------------------------
VAR 98P293

H2A2. How certain are you of this? Very certain, pretty certain or not very certain?

1 Very certain
3 Pretty certain
5 Not very certain
8 Don't know
9 Refused
0 INAP 2 in H1X; 8,9 in H2A1

==============================

VAR 98P293A

H2B

SUMMARY - SELF-PLACEMENT ON LIBERAL-CONSERVATIVE SCALE
FORMAT 1

Built from H2A/H2A1.

Note: this variable was built as close to the time-series model as possible but differences in codes within the component variables compared to time-series versions of the same variables required several changes in the recoding used, and the distribution will differ accordingly.

1. Liberal (1,2,3/0; 0,4,8,9/1)
3. Moderate (4/8,9)
5. Conservative (5,6,7/0; 0,4,8,9/5)
7. Refused to choose (0,8/9)
8. DK (0,8/8)
9. Refused entire question series (9/8,9)
0. INAP 2 in H1X

==============================

VAR 98P294

We hear a lot of talk these days about liberals and conservatives. Think of a seven-point scale on which the political views that people might hold are arranged from extremely liberal to extremely conservative, where 1 stands for extremely liberal, 2 for liberal, 3 for slightly liberal, 4 is moderate or middle, 5 stands for slightly conservative, 6 for conservative and 7 stands for extremely conservative.

1___________2___________3____________4____________5____________6____________7
EXTREMELY LIBERAL SLIGHTLY MODERATE; SLIGHTLY CONSERV- EXTREMELY
LIBERAL LIBERAL MIDDLE CONSERV- CONSERV-
ATIVEATIVE

H3A. Where would you place yourself on this scale? (IF NECESSARY: Where 1 stands for extremely liberal, 2 for liberal, 3 for slightly liberal, 4 is moderate or middle, 5 stands for slightly conservative, 6 for conservative and 7 stands for extremely conservative.)
[RECORD NUMBER 1-7]
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 1 IN H1X

-----------------------------
VAR 98P295

H3A1.  If you had to choose, would you consider yourself a liberal or conservative?
1     Liberal
5     Conservative
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 1 IN H1X; 1-3,5-7 IN H3A

-----------------------------
VAR 98P296

H3A2.  How certain are you of this? Very certain, pretty certain or not very certain?
1     Very certain
3     Pretty certain
5     Not very certain
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 1 IN H1X; 8,9 IN H3A1

-----------------------------
VAR 98P296A

H3B

SUMMARY - SELF-PLACEMENT ON LIBERAL-CONSERVATIVE SCALE
FORMAT 2


Note: this variable was built as close to the time-series model as possible but differences in codes within the component variables compared to time-series versions of the same variables required several changes in the recoding used, and the distribution will differ accordingly.

1.       Liberal  (1,2,3/0; 4,8,9/1)
3.       Moderate  (4/8,9)
5.       Conservative  (5,6,7/0; 4,8,9/5)
7.       Refused to choose  (8/9)
8.       DK  (8/8)
9.       Refused entire question series  (9/8,9)
0.       INAP 1 in H1X

-----------------------------
VAR 98P296B
SUMMARY - SELF-PLACEMENT ON LIBERAL-CONSERVATIVE SCALE
COMBINED (FORMAT 1 AND FORMAT 2)

Built from H2B, H3B.
See note H2B, H3b.

1. Liberal
3. Moderate
5. Conservative
7. Refused to choose
8. DK
9. Refused entire question series

---

VAR 98P297

H4. Where would you place [RESTORE QC] on this scale? (IF NECESSARY: Where 1 stands for extremely liberal, 2 for liberal, 3 for slightly liberal, 4 is moderate or middle, 5 stands for slightly conservative, 6 for conservative and 7 stands for extremely conservative.)

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

[RECORD NUMBER 1-7]
8 Don't know
9 Refused

---

VAR 98P298

H4A. How certain are you of [RESTORE QC]'s position on this scale? Very certain, pretty certain or not very certain?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

1 Very certain
3 Pretty certain
5 Not very certain
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP 8-9 IN H4

---

VAR 98P299

H5. Where would you place [RESTORE QD] on this scale? (IF NECESSARY:
Where 1 stands for extremely liberal, 2 for liberal, 3 for slightly liberal, 4 is moderate or middle, 5 stands for slightly conservative, 6 for conservative and 7 stands for extremely conservative.

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

[RECORD NUMBER 1-7]
8  Don't know
9  Refused

VARIABLE 98P300

H5A.  How certain are you of [RESTORE QD]'s position on this scale?  Very certain, pretty certain, or not very certain?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

1  Very certain
3  Pretty certain
5  Not very certain
8  Don't know
9  Refused
0  INAP 1-7 IN H5

VARIABLE 98P301

J1A.  As far as you know, are labor unions supporting one of the candidates for governor in this year's election? (IF NECESSARY: "Such as the AFL-CIO.")

The order of groups in questions J1A-C, J2A-C, J3A-C, J4A-C was the same relative order used in the randomized thermometer series.

1  Yes
5  No
8  Don't know
9  Refused

VARIABLE 98P302

J1B.  Do they support [RESTORE QC] or [RESTORE QD]?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.
1 [RESTORE QC]  
5 [RESTORE QD]  
8 Don't know  
9 Refused  

0 INAP 5,8,9 IN J1A

-----------------------------
VAR 98P303

J1C. Have labor unions contacted you by phone, by mail, or in person about voting in the upcoming election? (IF NECESSARY: "Such as the AFL-CIO.")

1 Yes  
5 No  
8 Don't know  
9 Refused

-----------------------------
VAR 98P304

J2A. As far as you know, are pro-life groups supporting one of the candidates for governor in this year's election? (IF NECESSARY: "Such as the National Right to Life Committees.")

The order of groups in questions J1A-C, J2A-C, J3A-C, J4A-C was the same relative order used in the randomized thermometer series.

1 Yes  
5 No  
8 Don't know  
9 Refused

-----------------------------
VAR 98P305

J2B. Do they support [RESTORE QC] or [RESTORE QD]?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

1 [RESTORE QC]  
5 [RESTORE QD]  
8 Don't know  
9 Refused  

0 INAP 5,8,9 IN J2A

-----------------------------
VAR 98P306

J2C. Have pro-life groups contacted you by phone, by mail, or in person about voting in the upcoming election? (IF NECESSARY: "Such as the National Right to Life Committee.")
1 Yes
5 No
8 Don't know
9 Refused

-----------------------------------------------
VAR 98P307

J3A. As far as you know, are environmental protection groups supporting one of the candidates for governor in this year's election? (IF NECESSARY: "Such as the Sierra Club.")

The order of groups in questions J1A-C, J2A-C, J3A-C, J4A-C was the same relative order used in the randomized thermometer series.

1 Yes
5 No
8 Don't know
9 Refused

-----------------------------------------------
VAR 98P308

J3B. Do they support [RESTORE QC] or [RESTORE QD]?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

1 [RESTORE QC]
5 [RESTORE QD]
8 Don't know
9 Refused
0 INAP 5,8,9 IN J3A

-----------------------------------------------
VAR 98P309

J3C. Have environmental protection groups contacted you by phone, by mail, or in person about voting in the upcoming election? (IF NECESSARY: "Such as the Sierra Club.")

1 Yes
5 No
8 Don't know
9 Refused

-----------------------------------------------
VAR 98P310

J4A. As far as you know, are conservative religious groups supporting one of the candidates for governor in this year's election? (IF NECESSARY: "Such as the Christian Coalition.")

The order of groups in questions J1A-C, J2A-C, J3A-C, J4A-C was the same relative order used in the randomized thermometer series.
1    Yes
5    No
8    Don't know
9    Refused

VAR 98P311

J4B.    Do they support [RESTORE QC] or [RESTORE QD]?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

1    [RESTORE QC]
5    [RESTORE QD]
8    Don't know
9    Refused

0    INAP 5,8,9 IN J4A

VAR 98P312

J4C.    Have conservative religious groups contacted you by phone, by mail, or in person about voting in the upcoming election? (IF NECESSARY: "Such as the Christian Coalition.")

1    Yes
5    No
8    Don't know
9    Refused

VAR 98P313

We are interested in what candidates are talking about in their campaigns. For each issue we would like to know if you think either one of the candidates, both, or neither is talking about these issues. The first issue is:

K1A.    Private school vouchers. Is [RESTORE QC] talking about this issue?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of the 6 issues in K1A-B, K2A-B, K3A-B, K4A-B, K5A-B, K6A-B was the same order used in the randomized series B1A-B1F.

1    Yes
5    No
8    Don't know
9    Refused
VAR 98P314

K1B. Is [RESTORE QD] talking about this issue?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

1  Yes
5  No
8  Don't know
9  Refused

VAR 98P315

K2A. What about protecting women's right to an abortion? Is [RESTORE QC] talking about this issue?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of the 6 issues in K1A-B, K2A-B, K3A-B, K4A-B, K5A-B, K6A-B was the same order used in the randomized series B1A-B1F.

1  Yes
5  No
8  Don't know
9  Refused

VAR 98P316

K2B. Is [RESTORE QD] talking about this issue?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

1  Yes
5  No
8  Don't know
9  Refused

VAR 98P317

K3A. What about tougher penalties for gun-related crimes? Is [RESTORE QC] talking about this issue?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate.
candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of the 6 issues in K1A-B, K2A-B, K3A-B, K4A-B, K5A-B, K6A-B was the same order used in the randomized series B1A-B1F.

1     Yes
5     No
8     Don't know
9     Refused

==============================================
VAR 98P318

K3B. Is [RESTORE QD] talking about this issue?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

1     Yes
5     No
8     Don't know
9     Refused

==============================================
VAR 98P319

K4A. What about campaign contributions from Political Action Committees (PACs)? Is [RESTORE QC] talking about this issue?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of the 6 issues in K1A-B, K2A-B, K3A-B, K4A-B, K5A-B, K6A-B was the same order used in the randomized series B1A-B1F.

1     Yes
5     No
8     Don't know
9     Refused

==============================================
VAR 98P320

K4B. Is [RESTORE QD] talking about this issue?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

1     Yes
5  No
8  Don't know
9  Refused

VAR 98P321

K5A.     What about protecting the quality of the air and water? Is [RESTORE QC] talking about this issue?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of the 6 issues in K1A-B, K2A-B, K3A-B, K4A-B, K5A-B, K6A-B was the same order used in the randomized series B1A-B1F.

1  Yes
5  No
8  Don't know
9  Refused

VAR 98P322

K5B.     Is [RESTORE QD] talking about this issue?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

1  Yes
5  No
8  Don't know
9  Refused

VAR 98P323

K6A.     What about improving discipline in the schools? Is [RESTORE QC] talking about this issue?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

The order of the 6 issues in K1A-B, K2A-B, K3A-B, K4A-B, K5A-B, K6A-B was the same order used in the randomized series B1A-B1F.

1  Yes
5  No
8  Don't know
9  Refused
VAR 98P324

K6B. Is [RESTORE QD] talking about this issue?

Preload item QC is the name of the First Gubernatorial candidate and preload item QD is the name of the Second Gubernatorial candidate in R's state. Assignment of the Democratic or Republican Gubernatorial candidate as "First" or "Second" candidate is documented in V98P012 and V98P013.

1 Yes
5 No
8 Don't know
9 Refused

VAR 98P325

L1. Generally speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a Republican, a Democrat, an independent, or what?

1 Democrat
2 Republican
3 Independent
4 Other [SPECIFY]
8 Don't know
9 Refused

VAR 98P326

L1A. Would you call yourself a strong Republican or a not very strong Republican?

1 Strong Republican
5 Not a strong Republican
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP 1,3,4,8,9 IN L1

VAR 98P327

L1B. Would you call yourself a strong Democrat or a not very strong Democrat?

1 Strong Democrat
5 Not a strong Democrat
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP 2,3,4,8,9 IN L1

VAR 98P328

L1C. Do you think of yourself as closer to the Republican Party or to the Democratic Party?
1     Closer to Republican Party
5     Closer to Democratic Party
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 1,2 IN L1

==============================================
VAR 98P329

L1D    PARTY ID SUMMARY

BUILT FROM L1/L1A/L1B/L1C.

Code 8 (apolitical) was used only if the respondent had a
code of 8 (don't know) in L1 and a code of 8 or 9 in
L1C AND also showed little or no interest in politics in
response to the following survey questions: A1 (interest
in campaigns), B2 (care about Congressional race outcome),
D2/D3 (voted), Q1 (follow public affairs); respondents who
showed an interest in politics were coded 3.

Note: this summary has been built as close to the NES
time-series model as possible, however differences in coding
within component variables L1 and L1C compared to time-series
versions required slightly different recoding.

0     STRONG DEMOCRAT (1/0/1/0)
1     WEAK DEMOCRAT (1/0/5,8,9/0)
2     INDEPENDENT-DEMOCRAT (3,4,8,9/0/0/5)
3     INDEPENDENT-INDEPENDENT (3,8/0/0/8,9)
4     INDEPENDENT-REPUBLICAN (3,4,8,9/0/0/1)
5     WEAK REPUBLICAN (5//5,8,9/0/0)
6     STRONG REPUBLICAN (5/1/0/0)
7     OTHER (4/0/0/8,9)
8     Apolitical
9     Refused in L1 and refused/don't know L1C

==============================================
VAR 98P330

L1X    HALF SAMPLE

1     ASK L2A
2     ASK L3A

==============================================
VAR 98P331

L2
Some people think the government should provide fewer services even in
areas such as health and education in order to reduce spending. Suppose
these people are at one end of a scale, at point 1. Other people feel it
is important for the government to provide many more services even if it
means an increase in spending. Suppose these people are at the other
end, at point 7. And, of course, some other people have opinions
somewhere in between, at points 2,3,4,5 or 6.
L2A. Where would you place yourself on this scale, or haven't you thought much about this?

[RECORD NUMBER 1-7]
0 Haven't thought much about it [VOL]
8 Don't know
9 Refused; INAP 2 IN L1X

VAR 98P332

Some people think the government should provide fewer services even in areas such as health and education in order to reduce spending. Suppose these people are at one end of a scale, at point 1. Other people feel it is important for the government to provide many more services even if it means an increase in spending. Suppose these people are at the other end, at point 7. And, of course, some other people have opinions somewhere in between, at points 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6.

L3A. Where would you place yourself on this scale?

[RECORD NUMBER 1-7]
8 Don't know
9 Refused
0 INAP 1 IN L1X

VAR 98P333

L4. Another proposal is to put a two year limit on how long someone can receive welfare benefits. Do you favor or oppose this two-year limit?

1 Favor
5 Oppose
8 Don't know
9 Refused

VAR 98P334

L4A. Do you favor the two-year limit strongly or not strongly?

1 Favor strongly
2 Do not favor strongly
8 Don't know
9 Refused
0 INAP 5, 8, 9 IN L4

VAR 98P335

L4B. Do you oppose the two year limit strongly or not strongly?

5 Oppose strongly
4 Do not oppose strongly
8 Don't know
Refused
0 INAP 1,8,9 IN L4

-----------------------------
VAR 98P336

L5. Have economic conditions in [RESTORE QB] gotten better or worse or stayed the same in the past year?
1 Gotten better
3 Gotten worse
5 Stayed the same
8 Don't know
9 Refused

-----------------------------
VAR 98P337

L5A. Is that much better off or somewhat better off?
1 Much better off
2 Somewhat better off
8 Don't know
9 Refused
0 INAP 3,5,8,9 IN L5

-----------------------------
VAR 98P338

L5B. Is that much worse off or somewhat worse off?
5 Much worse off
4 Somewhat worse off
8 Don't know
9 Refused
0 INAP 1,5,8,9 IN L5

-----------------------------
VAR 98P339

L6. There has been some discussion about abortion during recent years. Which one of the following opinions best agrees with your view? (READ CODES 1-4)
1 By law, abortion should never be permitted
2 The law should permit abortion only in case of rape, incest, or when the woman's life is in danger
3 The law should permit abortion for reasons other than rape, incest or danger to the woman's life, but only after the need for the abortion has been clearly established
4 By law, a woman should always be able to obtain an abortion as a matter of personal choice
5 None [VOL]
8 Don't know
9 Refused

-----------------------------
VAR 98P340

L7. Some people think that if a company has a history of discriminating against blacks when making hiring decisions, then they should be required to have an affirmative action program that gives blacks preference in hiring. What do you think? Should companies that have discriminated against blacks have to have an affirmative action program?

1. Yes, they should have to have affirmative action
5. No, they should not have to have affirmative action
7. Other [SPECIFY] [VOL]
8. Don't know
9. Refused

============= VAR 98P341

L7A. Do you feel strongly or not strongly that they should have to have affirmative action?

1. Strongly
2. Not strongly
8. Don't know
9. Refused

0 INAP 5,7,8,9 IN L7

============= VAR 98P342

L7B. Do you feel strongly or not strongly that they should NOT have to have affirmative action?

5. Strongly
4. Not strongly
8. Don't know
9. Refused

0 INAP 1,7,8,9 I L7

============= VAR 98P343

P0 HALF SAMPLE

1. ASK P1-P4
2. ASK P5-P8A

============= VAR 98P344

Here are a few questions about the government in Washington. Many people don't know the answers to these questions, so if there are some you don't know, just tell me and we'll go on.

P1. Who has the final responsibility to decide if a law is constitutional or not...is it the President, Congress, or the Supreme Court?
1  President
3  Congress
5  Supreme Court
8  Don't know
9  Refused
0  INAP 2 IN P0

P2. And whose responsibility is it to nominate judges to the Federal Courts...the President, Congress, or the Supreme Court?
1  President
3  Congress
5  Supreme Court
8  Don't know
9  Refused
0  INAP 2 IN P0

P3. Do you happen to know which party has the most members in the House of Representatives in Washington? (IF NECESSARY: Which one?)
1  Republicans
5  Democrats
8  Don't know
9  Refused
0  INAP 2 IN P0

P4. Do you happen to know which party has the most members in the U.S. Senate? (IF NECESSARY: Which one?)
1  Republicans
5  Democrats
8  Don't know
9  Refused
0  INAP 2 IN P0

P5. Who has the final responsibility to decide if a law is constitutional or not...is it the President, Congress, or the Supreme Court?
1 President
3 Congress
5 Supreme Court
8 Don't know {KEEP P5 ON SCREEN FOR P5A}
9 Refused
0 INAP 1 IN P0

==============================================
VAR 98P349

P5A. ENTER ANSWER AFTER 'DK' PROBE:
1 President
3 Congress
5 Supreme Court
8 Don't know
9 Refused
0 INAP 1 IN P0; 1,3,5,9 in P5

==============================================
VAR 98P350

P6. And whose responsibility is it to nominate judges to the Federal Courts...the President, Congress, or the Supreme Court?
1 President
3 Congress
5 Supreme Court
8 Don't know {KEEP P6 ON SCREEN FOR P6A}
9 Refused
0 INAP 1 IN P0

==============================================
VAR 98P351

P6A. ENTER ANSWER AFTER 'DK' PROBE
1 President
3 Congress
5 Supreme Court
8 Don't know
9 Refused
0 INAP 1 IN P0; 1,3,5,9 in P6

==============================================
VAR 98P352

P7. Which party has the most members in the House of Representatives in Washington? (IF NECESSARY: Which one?)
1 Republicans
5 Democrats
8 Don't know {KEEP P7 ON SCREEN FOR P7A}
9 Refused
0     INAP 1 IN P0

==============================================
VAR 98P353

P7A.     ENTER ANSWER AFTER 'DK' PROBE
1     Republicans
5     Democrats
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 1 IN P0; 1,5,9 in P7

==============================================
VAR 98P354

P8.     Which party has the most members in the U.S. Senate?  (IF
NECESSARY: Which one?)
1     Republicans
5     Democrats
8     Don't know {KEEP P8 ON SCREEN FOR P8A}
9     Refused
0     INAP 1 IN P0

==============================================
VAR 98P355

P8A.     ENTER ANSWER AFTER 'DK' PROBE
1     Republicans
5     Democrats
8     Don't know
9     Refused
0     INAP 1 IN P0; 1,5,9 IN P8

==============================================
VAR 98P356

MO    HALF SAMPLE
1     ASK M1-M6
2     ASK M7-M12D

==============================================
VAR 98P357

Now we have some questions about television viewing.

M1.      Thinking about this past week from last [RESTORE DAY NAME]
through yesterday, about how many hours did you personally watch
television on a typical weekday morning, from 6:00 to 10:00 AM?
0     None [VOL]
1     Less than 1 hour
2     1-2 hours (1-1:59)
3     2-3 hours (2-2:59)
4     3-4 hours (3-3:59)
5     4 hours
7     Don't watch any TV [VOL] {SKIP TO FILTER BEFORE M13}
8     Don't know
9     Refused; INAP 2 IN M0

=================================
VAR 98P358

M2. Still thinking about this past week, how many hours of television did you watch during a typical weekday from 10:00 AM to 4:00 in the afternoon?

0     None [VOL]
1     Less than 1 hour
2     1-2 hours (1-1:59)
3     2-3 hours (2-2:59)
4     3-4 hours (3-3:59)
5     4-5 hours (4-4:59)
6     5-6 hours
8     Don't know
9     Refused; INAP 2 IN M0; 7 IN M1

=================================
VAR 98P359

M3. How many hours of television did you watch from 4:00 to 8:00 PM?

0     None [VOL]
1     Less than 1 hour
2     1-2 hours (1-1:59)
3     2-3 hours (2-2:59)
4     3-4 hours
8     Don't know
9     Refused; INAP 2 IN M0; 7 IN M1

=================================
VAR 98P360

M4. Still thinking about this past week, how many hours of television did you watch from 8:00 to 11:00 PM?

0     None [VOL]
1     Less than 1 hour
2     1-2 hours (1-1:59)
3     2-3 hours
8     Don't know
9     Refused; INAP 2 IN M0; 7 IN M1

=================================
VAR 98P361

M5. And how many hours of television did you watch from 11:00 PM until 1:00 in the morning?

0     None [VOL]
1     Less than one hour
2     1-2 hours (1-1:59)
3     2-3 hours
8     Don't know
VAR 98P362

M6. Thinking back to last weekend, about how many hours did you personally watch television each day, from 6:00 AM to 7:00 PM?

0 None [VOL]
1 Less than 1 hour
2 1-2 hours (1-1:59)
3 2-4 hours (2-3:59)
4 4-6 hours (4-5:59)
5 6-8 hours (6-7:59)
6 8-13 hours
8 Don't know
9 Refused; INAP 2 IN M0; 7 IN M1

VAR 98P363

M7. How many days in the past week have you watched "The Today Show"?

[RECORD NUMBER 1-6]
0 None
7 Every day
8 Don't know
9 Refused; INAP 1 IN M0

VAR 98P364

M8. How many days in the past week have you watched "The Rosie O'Donnell Show"?

[RECORD NUMBER 1-4]
0 None
5 Every day
8 Don't know
9 Refused; INAP 1 IN M0

VAR 98P365

M9. How many days in the past week have you watched a day time soap opera like "General Hospital" or "Days of Our Lives"?

[RECORD NUMBER 1-4]
0 None
5 Every day
8 Don't know
9 Refused; INAP 1 IN M0

VAR 98P366

M10. How many times in the last week have you watched "Jeopardy" or "Wheel of Fortune"?

[RECORD NUMBER 1-19]
0 Never, not at all
20 20 or more
98 Don't know
99 Refused; INAP 1 IN M0

==============================
VAR 98P367

M11. How many times in the last week have you watched a sports event on TV?

[RECORD NUMBER 1-19]
0 Never, not at all
20 20 or more
98 Don't know
99 Refused; INAP 1 IN M0

==============================
VAR 98P368

M12. Do you watch "E.R." every week, most weeks, only occasionally or not at all?

1 Every week
2 Most weeks
3 Only occasionally
4 Not at all
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP 1 IN M0

==============================
VAR 98P369

M12A. Do you watch "Just Shoot Me" every week, most weeks, only occasionally or not at all?

1 Every week
2 Most weeks
3 Only occasionally
4 Not at all
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP 1 IN M0

==============================
VAR 98P370

M12B. How about "Touched by an Angel"? (IF NECESSARY: "Do you watch that show every week, most weeks, only occasionally or not at all?")

1 Every week
2 Most weeks
3 Only occasionally
4 Not at all
8 Don't know
9 Refused
M12C. Do you watch the show "Friends" every week, most weeks, only occasionally or not at all?

1  Every week
2  Most weeks
3  Only occasionally
4  Not at all
8  Don't know
9  Refused

0  INAP 1 IN M0

M12D. How about "60 Minutes"? (IF NECESSARY: "Do you watch that show every week, most weeks, only occasionally or not at all?")

1  Every week
2  Most weeks
3  Only occasionally
4  Not at all
8  Don't know
9  Refused

0  INAP 1 IN M0

Now, I'd like to ask a few questions about companies that sometimes advertise on TV.

M13. What credit card company's slogan is "Everywhere you want to be?"

The order of items M13-M15 was randomized.

1  VISA
5  Incorrect
8  Don't know
9  Refused

0  INAP 1 IN A8A

M14. What company wants you to "come see the softer side"?

The order of items M13-M15 was randomized.
1  Sears
5  Incorrect
8  Don't know
9  Refused

0  INAP 1 IN A8A

-------------------------------
VAR 98P375

M15. What company's ad features talking lizards?

The order of items M13-M15 was randomized.

1  Budweiser
5  Incorrect
8  Don't know
9  Refused

0  INAP 1 IN A8A

-------------------------------
VAR 98P376

Q1. Some people seem to follow what's going on in government and public affairs most of the time, whether there's an election going on or not. Others aren't that interested. Would you say you follow what's going on in government and public affairs most of the time, some of the time, only now and then, or hardly at all?

1  Most of the time
2  Some of the time
3  Only now and then
4  Hardly at all
8  Don't know
9  Refused

-------------------------------
VAR 98P377

Q2. Do you personally, or jointly with a spouse, have any money invested in the stock market right now -- either in an individual stock or in a mutual fund? [INCLUDES RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS].

1  Yes
5  No
8  Don't know
9  Refused

-------------------------------
VAR 98P378

Q3. Some people say that educational opportunities for Blacks, Hispanics and other minorities are still limited by racial discrimination. So they argue that it's important for colleges and universities to continue affirmative action by considering race when deciding who to admit. Others say that this kind of affirmative action gives some people unfair advantages, so they want to see affirmative action ended. What about you? Would you...
say that affirmative action in college admissions should be continued or should it be ended?

1     Affirmative action should be continued
5     Affirmative action should be ended
8     Don't know
9     Refused

VAR 98P379

Q4. Now we are interested in the tone of the campaign for Governor of [RESTORE QB]. In your state, would you say that the tone of the campaign has been (ROTATE: positive or negative)?

The order in which "positive" and "negative" were read in the question text was randomized.
See randomization item Rand.Q4.

1     Positive
5     Negative
8     Don't know
9     Refused

VAR 98P380

Q4A. Would you say very positive or somewhat positive?

1     Very positive
5     Somewhat positive
8     Don't know
9     Refused

0     INAP 5,8,9 IN Q4

VAR 98P381

Q4B. Would you say very negative or somewhat negative?

1     Very negative
5     Somewhat negative
8     Don't know
9     Refused

0     INAP 1,8,9 IN Q4

VAR 98P382

Please tell me how much you agree or disagree with these statements. First:

Q5. People like me don't have any say about what the government does. (IF NECESSARY: Do you agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, disagree somewhat, or disagree strongly?

The order of items Q5-Q7 was randomized.
See randomization item Rand.Q5-7

1     Agree strongly
2     Agree somewhat
3     Neither agree nor disagree
4     Disagree somewhat
5     Disagree strongly
8     Don't know
9     Refused

====================================================================

VAR 98P383

Q6.     Sometimes politics and government seem so complicated that a
person like me can't really understand what's going on. (IF
NECESSARY:  Do you agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree
nor disagree, disagree somewhat, or disagree strongly?

The order of items Q5-Q7 was randomized.
See randomization item Rand.Q5-7

1     Agree strongly
2     Agree somewhat
3     Neither agree nor disagree
4     Disagree somewhat
5     Disagree strongly
8     Don't know
9     Refused

====================================================================

VAR 98P384

Q7.     Public officials don't care much what people like me think.
(IF NECESSARY:  Do you agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree
nor disagree, disagree somewhat, or disagree strongly?

The order of items Q5-Q7 was randomized.
See randomization item Rand.Q5-7

1     Agree strongly
2     Agree somewhat
3     Neither agree nor disagree
4     Disagree somewhat
5     Disagree strongly
8     Don't know
9     Refused

====================================================================

VAR 98P385

Q8.       How much do elections make government pay attention to what the
people think: a good deal, some or not much?

1     A good deal of attention
2     Some attention
3     Not much attention
8     Don't know
9     Refused

====================================================================
VAR 98P386

Q9. Over the years, how much attention does the government pay to what the people think when it decides what to do: a good deal, some or not much?

1  A good deal of attention
3  Some attention
5  Not much attention
8  Don't know
9  Refused

VAR 98P387

R1A. Some people have opinions about almost everything; other people have opinions about just some things; and still other people have very few opinions. What about you? Would you say you have opinions about almost everything, about many things, about some things, or about very few things?

The order of R1A, R1B-B2, R1C was randomized.
See randomization item Rand.R1.

1  Almost everything
2  Many things
3  Some things
4  Very few things
8  Don't know
9  Refused
0  INAP 1 IN A11

VAR 98P388

R1B. Compared to the average person, do you have fewer opinions about whether things are good or bad, about the same number of opinions, or more opinions?

The order of R1A, R1B-B2, R1C was randomized.
See randomization item Rand.R1.

1  Fewer opinions
3  About the same
5  More opinions
8  Don't know
9  Refused
0  INAP 1 IN A11

VAR 98P389

R1B1. Would you say that you have a lot more opinions or just somewhat more opinions?

1  A lot more opinions
2  Somewhat more opinions
8  Don't know
Refused

0 INAP 1 IN All; 1,3,8,9 IN R1B

==============================

VAR 98P390

R1B2. Would you say that you have a lot fewer opinions or just somewhat fewer opinions?

1 A lot fewer opinions
2 Somewhat fewer opinions
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP 1 IN All; 3,5,8,9 IN R1B

==============================

VAR 98P391

R1C. Some people say that it is important to have definite opinions about lots of things, while other people think that it is better to remain neutral on most issues. What about you? Do you think it is better to have definite opinions about lots of things or to remain neutral on most issues?

The order of R1A, R1B-B2, R1C was randomized.
See randomization item Rand.R1.

1 Definite opinions
5 Remain neutral
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP 1 IN All

==============================

VAR 98P392

R2A. Some people like to have responsibility for handling situations that require a lot of thinking, and other people don't like to have responsibility for situations like that. What about you? Do you like having responsibility for handling situations that require a lot of thinking, do you dislike it, or do you neither like nor dislike it?

The order of R2A-A2, R2B was randomized.
See randomization item Rand.2.

1 Like
3 Dislike
5 Neither like nor dislike
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP 1 IN All

==============================

VAR 98P393

R2A1. Do you like it a lot or just somewhat?
1 A lot
5 Somewhat
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP 3,5,8,9 IN R2A

________________________

VAR 98P394

R2A2. Do you dislike it a lot or just somewhat?

1 Dislike it a lot
5 Dislike it somewhat
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP 1,5,8,9 IN R2A

________________________

VAR 98P395

R2B. Some people prefer to solve simple problems instead of complex ones, whereas other people prefer to solve more complex problems. Which type of problem do you prefer to solve: simple or complex?

The order of R2A-A2, R2B was randomized.

1 Simple
5 Complex
8 Don't know
9 Refused

________________________

VAR 98P396

R3A. When other people disagree with you, how often do you feel pretty sure of yourself? Almost always, most of the time, sometimes, or almost never?

The order of items R3A, R3B, R3C was randomized.
See randomization item Rand.3.

1 Almost always
2 Most of the time
3 Sometimes
4 Almost Never
8 Don't know
9 Refused

________________________

VAR 98P397

R3B. When you have to make important decisions, how often do you have trouble making up your mind? Almost always, most of the time, sometimes, or almost never?

The order of items R3A, R3B, R3C was randomized.
See randomization item Rand.3.
Almost always
Most of the time
Sometimes
Almost Never
Don't know
Refused

---

VAR 98P398

R3C. How often do you feel like things are so complicated that a person like you can't really understand what's going on? Almost always, most of the time, sometimes, or almost never?

The order of items R3A, R3B, R3C was randomized. See randomization item Rand.3.

---

VAR 98P399

Lots of things come up that keep people from attending religious services even if they want to.

X1. Thinking about your life these days, do you ever attend religious services, apart from occasional weddings, baptisms or funerals?

---

VAR 98P400

X1A. Regardless of whether you now attend any religious services, do you ever think of yourself as part of a particular church or denomination?

---

VAR 98P401

X2. Do you go to religious services every week, almost every week, once or twice a month, a few times a year, or never?

---
2 Almost every week
3 Once or twice a month
4 A few times a year
5 Never
8 Don't know
9 Refused/Not Applicable
0 INAP 5,8,9 IN X1

VAR 98P402

X3A. Do you mostly attend a place of worship that is Protestant, Roman Catholic, Jewish, or what?

1 Protestant
2 Roman Catholic
3 Jewish
4 Other [SPECIFY]
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP 5,8,9 IN X1

VAR 98P403

X3B. Do you consider yourself Protestant, Roman Catholic, Jewish, or what?

1 Protestant
2 Roman Catholic
3 Jewish
4 Other [SPECIFY]
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP 1 IN X1; 5,8,9 IN X1A

VAR 98P404

X4. What church or denomination is that?

1 Baptist
2 Episcopalian/Anglican/Church of England
3 Lutheran
4 Methodist
5 Protestant or "Just Protestant"
6 Presbyterian
7 Reformed
8 Brethren
9 Evangelical United Brethren
10 Christian or "Just Christian"
11 Christian Scientist
12 Church (or Churches) of Christ
13 United Church of Christ
14 Disciples of Christ
15 Church of God
16 Assembly of God
Virginia.

17 Congregationalist
18 Holiness
19 Pentecostal
20 Friends, Quaker
21 Orthodox, e.g. Greek, Russian [SPECIFY]
22 Non-denominational—Protestant
23 Mormons
24 Jehovah's Witnesses
25 Latter Day Saints
26 Unitarian/Universalist
27 Buddhist
28 Hindu
29 Muslim/Islam
30 Native American
97 Other [SPECIFY]
98 Don't know
99 Refused/Not Applicable
0 INAP 5,8,9 IN X1A; 2,3,8,9 IN X3A; 2,3,8,9 IN X3B

=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*
7 Other [SPECIFY]
8 Don't know
9 Refused
0 INAP 5,8,9 IN X1A; 2,3,8,9 IN X3A; 2,3,8,9 IN X3B;
1,2,4-30,97-99 IN X4

-----------------------------
VAR 98P408

X4D. Is your church part of the United Methodist Church, African
Methodist Episcopal, or some other Methodist group?

1 United Methodist Church
2 African Methodist Episcopal
7 Other [SPECIFY]
8 Don't know
9 Refused
0 INAP 5,8,9 IN X1A; 2,3,8,9 IN X3A; 2,3,8,9 IN X3B;
1-3,5-30,97-99 IN X4

-----------------------------
VAR 98P409

X4E. Is this the Presbyterian Church in the USA or some other
Presbyterian group?

1 Presbyterian Church USA (formerly United Presbyterian Church)
7 Other [SPECIFY]
8 Don't know
9 Refused
0 INAP 5,8,9 IN X1A; 2,3,8,9 IN X3A; 2,3,8,9 IN X3B;
1-5,7-30,97-99 IN X4

-----------------------------
VAR 98P410

X4F. Is this the Christian Reformed Church, the Reformed Church in
America or some other Reformed group?

1 Christian Reformed Church
2 The Reformed Church in America
7 Other [SPECIFY]
8 Don't know
9 Refused
0 INAP 5,8,9 IN X1A; 2,3,8,9 IN X3A; 2,3,8,9 IN X3B;
1-6,8-30,97-99 IN X4

-----------------------------
VAR 98P411

X4G. Is this the Church of the Brethren, the Plymouth Brethren, or
something else?

1 Church of the Brethren
2 The Plymouth Brethren
7 Other [SPECIFY]
8  Don't know
9  Refused

0  INAP 5,8,9 IN X1A; 2,3,8,9 IN X3A; 2,3,8,9 IN X3B;
  1-7,9-30,97-99 IN X4

==========================================
VAR 98P412

X4H.  When you say "Christian" does that mean the denomination called
the "Christian Church Disciples of Christ," or some other
Christian denomination, or do you mean to say "I am just a
Christian"?

1  Christian Church Disciples of Christ
2  I am just a Christian
7  Other [SPECIFY]
8  Don't know
9  Refused

0  INAP 5,8,9 IN X1A; 2,3,8,9 IN X3A; 2,3,8,9 IN X3B;
  1-9,11-30,97-99 IN X4

==========================================
VAR 98P413

X4I.  Is this the Church of Christ or the United Church of Christ?

1  Church of Christ
2  United Church of Christ
8  Don't know
9  Refused

0  INAP 5,8,9 IN X1A; 2,3,8,9 IN X3A; 2,3,8,9 IN X3B;
  1-10,12-30,97-99 IN X4

==========================================
VAR 98P414

X4J.  Is this the Church of God of Anderson, Indiana; the Church of
God of Cleveland, Tennessee; the Church of God in Christ; or
some other Church of God?

1  Of Anderson, Indiana
2  Of Cleveland, Tennessee
3  Church of God in Christ
7  Other [SPECIFY]
8  Don't know
9  Refused

0  INAP 5,8,9 IN X1A; 2,3,8,9 IN X3A; 2,3,8,9 IN X3B;
  1-14,16-30,97-99 IN X4

==========================================
VAR 98P415

X4K.  What kind of church is that? What is it called exactly? Is
that part of a larger church or denomination? What is that
church called? (THESE QUESTIONS ARE PROBES. USE THESE AND
OTHERS TO GET AS MUCH SPECIFIC INFORMATION AS POSSIBLE)
HOLINESS/PENTACOSTAL (X4) DESCRIPTION

TEXTUAL RESPONSES HAVE BEEN BLANKED TO PROTECT RESPONDENT CONFIDENTIALITY.

0     INAP 5,8,9 IN X1A; 2,3,8,9 IN X3A; 2,3,8,9 IN X3B; 1-17, 20-30,97-99 IN X4

==============================================
VAR 98P416

X4L.     What is it called exactly? Is that church part of a denomination? (PROBE FOR SPECIFICS - USE ANY OR ALL AS NECESSARY; GET AS MUCH DETAIL AS POSSIBLE)

"OTHER"/"DON'T KNOW" (X4) DESCRIPTION

TEXTUAL RESPONSES HAVE BEEN BLANKED TO PROTECT RESPONDENT CONFIDENTIALITY

0     INAP 5,8,9 IN X1A; 2,3,8,9 IN X3A; 2,3,8,9 IN X3B; 1-30,99 IN X4

==============================================
VAR 98P417

X4M.     Is that group Christian?

1     Yes
5     No
8     Don't know
9     Refused

0     INAP 5,8,9 IN X1A; 2,3,8,9 IN X3A; 2,3,8,9 IN X3B; 1-30,99 IN X4

==============================================
VAR 98P418

X6A.     Do you usually attend a synagogue or temple that is Orthodox, Conservative, Reform or something else?

1     Orthodox
2     Conservative
3     Reform
7     Other [SPECIFY]
8     Don't know
9     Refused

0     INAP 5,8,9 IN X1; 1,2,4,8,9 IN X3A

==============================================
VAR 98P419

X6B.     Do you consider yourself Orthodox, Conservative, Reform, or something else?

1     Orthodox
2     Conservative
3     Reform
7     Other [SPECIFY]
8     Don't know
9     Refused
VAR 98P420

X7. Are you officially a member of a parish, congregation, temple or another place of worship?

1 Yes
5 No
8 Don't know
9 Refused

VAR 98P421

X8. Which one of these words BEST describes your kind of Christianity: Fundamentalist, Evangelical, Charismatic or Spirit-Filled, Moderate to Liberal?

1 Fundamentalist
2 Evangelical
3 Charismatic or Spirit-Filled
4 Moderate to liberal
5 Other [SPECIFY] [VOL]
8 Don't know
9 Refused

VAR 98P422

Y1A. What is the month, day and year of your birth? (IF NECESSARY: We are looking for the actual numeric birthdate. Example: January 1, 1970 record as "010170")

To preserve placement of digits, this is a character variable.

[PROGRAMMER NOTE - FORCE CORRECT ENTRY OF DATE]
[RECORD DATE IN FORMAT "MODAYR"]
999999 Refused
000000 NA

VAR 98P423

Y2. Are you married now and living with your (husband/wife) -- or are you widowed, divorced, separated, or have you never married?

1 Married
2 Widowed
3 Divorced
4 Separated
5 Never married
6 Partners, not married [VOL]
9 Refused

VAR 98P424

Y3. What is the highest grade of school or year of college you have completed?

[RECORD NUMBER 1-16]
0 None
17 17 or more
98 Refused

VAR 98P425

Y3A. Did you get a high school diploma or pass a high school equivalency test (GED)?

1 Yes
5 No
9 Refused
0 INAP 13-17,99 IN Y3

VAR 98P426

Y3B. What is the highest degree that you have earned? (ASK AS OPEN END)

1 Bachelor's degree (BS, BA)
2 Master's degree (MS, MA, MBA)
3 PHD, LIT, SCD, DFA, DLIT, DPH, DPHIL, JSC, SJD
4 LLB, JD
5 MD, DDS, DVM, MVSA, DSC, DO
6 STD, THD
7 Associate degree (AA)
8 No degree earned [VOL]
9 Refused
0 INAP 1-12,99 IN Y3

VAR 98P427

Y6(1) We'd like to know if YOU are working now, temporarily laid off, or are you unemployed, retired, permanently disabled, a homemaker, a student, or what? (ACCEPT 2 MENTIONS) MENTION 1

1 Working now
2 Temporarily laid off
4 Unemployed
5 Retired
6 Permanently disabled -- not working
7 Homemaker -- no other occupation
8 Student -- no other occupation
9 Refused
0 Not ascertained
VAR 98P428
Y6(2) We'd like to know if YOU are working now, temporarily laid off, or are you unemployed, retired, permanently disabled, a homemaker, a student, or what? (ACCEPT 2 MENTIONS) MENTION 2

1 Working now
2 Temporarily laid off
4 Unemployed
5 Retired
6 Permanently disabled -- not working
7 Homemaker -- no other occupation
8 Student -- no other occupation
9 Refused
0 NO FURTHER MENTION

VAR 98P429
Y20. What was your total annual household income in 1997 before taxes? (READ CODES 1-6 IF NECESSARY)

1 Up to $20,000
2 $20,000-$30,000 ($29,999)
3 $30,000-$40,000 ($39,999)
4 $40,000-$50,000 ($49,999)
5 $50,000-$60,000 ($59,999)
6 $60,000 or more
8 Don't know
9 Refused

VAR 98P430
Y21. Would that be less than $30,000 or more than $30,000?

1 Less than $30,000
2 $30,000 or more
8 Don't know
9 Refused
0 INAP 1-6 IN Y20

VAR 98P431
Y22(1) In addition to being American, what do you consider your main ethnic group or nationality group?

MENTION 1

WESTERN HEMISPHERE
North America
01. American Indian, tribal mentions
02. Canadian; not specified as French-Canadian (03)
03. Canadian, of French origin
04. Mexican (excluding explicit mention of "Chicano", "Mexican-American")
05. Central American
West Indies
07. Barbados
08. Cuban
09. Dominican Republic
10. Haitian
11. Jamaican
12. Puerto Rican
13. West Indian--not from one of the above countries
14. West Indian--NA which country
South America
16. South American--any country

EUROPE
British Isles
18. English, British
19. Irish (not specified as from Northern Ireland, Ulster--22)
20. Scottish
21. Welsh
22. From Northern Ireland (Ulster)
23. Scot-Irish
24. From British Isles; from two or more countries of the British Isles

Western Europe
26. Austrian
27. Belgian
28. French
29. German; also Pennsylvania Dutch
30. Luxembourg
31. Netherlands, Holland; Dutch
32. Swiss
33. From Western Europe; two or more countries of Western Europe

Scandinavia
35. Danish
36. Finn, Finnish
37. Norwegian
38. Swedish
39. Icelander
40. Scandinavian; reference to two or more Scandinavian countries

41. Reference to two or more countries from combination of the following areas: British Isles, Western Europe, Scandinavia, Mediterranean countries, Greece

Eastern Europe
43. Czechoslovakian, Slavic
44. Estonian
45. Hungarian
46. Latvian
47. Lithuanian
48. Polish
49. Russian; from U.S.S.R.
50. Ukrainian
51. Eastern Europe; reference to two or more countries of Eastern Europe

Balkan Countries
53. Albanian
54. Bulgarian
55. Greek
56. Rumanian
57. Yugoslavian
58. Mention of two or more Balkan Countries

Mediterranean Countries
59. Italian
60. Portuguese
61. Spanish
62. Maltese

------------------
63. European; general mention of Europe; reference to two or more European countries of Europe not codeable above

ASIA (except Near East)
64. Pakistani
65. Afghan
66. Indian (not American Indian, code 01)
67. Southeast Asia—Indochina, Thailand, Malaya, Burma, Philippines, Indonesia
68. Chinese
69. Japanese; Japanese American
70. Korean
71. Syrian
72. Arab, Arabian, Saudi Arabian
73. Egyptian
74. Iranian, Persian
75. Iraqi
76. Israeli
77. Jordanian
78. Lebanese
79. Russian
80. Turk, Turkish
81. Armenian

NEAR EAST
82. Syrian
83. Arab, Arabian, Saudi Arabian

AFRICA
84. African; from any African country excluding only Egypt (U.A.R.); South African (formerly 90)

OCEANIA
85. Australian, New Zealander, Tasmanian

ETHNIC GROUPS
86. White, Caucasian
87. Black; Negro; American Black; African American
88. Chicano; Mexican-American; Hispanic; Latin American

OTHER MISCELLANEOUS GROUPS
89. Catholic
90. Protestant
91. Jewish
92. Mormon
93. 'American'; 'Just American'
94. Other religious groups
95. Other group; combinations not codeable above

MISSING
96. DK
97. NA
98. DK
99. NA
00. None

-------------------------------
VAR 98P431a

Y22(2) In addition to being American, what do you consider your main
ethnic group or nationality group?

MENTION 2

See codes mention 1 Y22(1) and:

00 NO FURTHER MENTION

-------------------------------
VAR 98P431b

Y22(3) In addition to being American, what do you consider your main
ethnic group or nationality group?

MENTION 3

See codes mention 1 Y22(1) and:

00 NO FURTHER MENTION

-------------------------------
VAR 98P432

Y22A. CHECKPOINT - NUMBER OF NATIONALITY GROUPS MENTIONED

1 One nationality or ethnic group mentioned
2 More than one nationality or ethnic group mentioned
3 No nationality or group mentioned [00,98,99 in Y22(1)]

-------------------------------
VAR 98P433

Y22B. With which of these groups do you most closely identify?
[RESTORE ANSWERS FROM Y22]

Rs who provided a single mention (1 in Y22A) were not
asked this question but have their single response
duplicated here.

See codes mention 1 Y22(1) and:

89. BOTH; all of them; more than 1
90. NEITHER; none of them

00 INAP 3 IN Y22A

-------------------------------
VAR 98P434

Y23. Are you of Spanish or Hispanic origin or descent?

1 Yes
5 No
8 Don't know
9 Refused

==============================
VAR 98P435

Y23A. Please tell me which of the following categories best describes your Hispanic origin: [READ CODES 1-7]

1 Mexican
2 Puerto Rican
3 Cuban (PAUSE)
4 Latin American
5 Central American
6 Spanish, or
7 Something else [SPECIFY]
8 Don't know
9 Refused

0 INAP 5,8,9 IN Y23

==============================
VAR 98P436

Y28. (Do you/Does your family) own your home or pay rent?

1 Own house
2 Pay rent
7 Other [SPECIFY]
8 Don't know
9 Refused

==============================
VAR 98P437

Y30. How many children under the age of 18 live in this household?

[RECORD NUMBER 1-6]

0 No children under age 18
7 Seven or more
8 Don't know
9 Refused

==============================
VAR 98P438

Y30B. Of those, how many are 6 years old or older?

[RECORD NUMBER 1-6]

0 No children 6 years or older
7 7 or more
8 Don't know
9 Refused; INAP 0,8,9 IN Y30

==============================
VAR 98P439

(TECHNICIAN - ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS AFTER THE INTERVIEW IS COMPLETE.)
Z4. Respondent's cooperation was

1 Very good
2 Good
3 Fair
4 Poor
5 Very poor
6 Can't rate - didn't do the initial screening

VAR 98P440

Z5. Respondent's general level of information about politics and public affairs seemed

1 Very high
2 Fairly high
3 Average
4 Fairly low
5 Very low
6 Can't rate - didn't do the initial screening

VAR 98P441

Z6. Respondent's apparent intelligence was

1 Very high
2 Fairly high
3 Average
4 Fairly low
5 Very low
6 Can't rate - didn't do the initial screening

VAR 98P442

Z7. How suspicious did the respondent seem to be about the study before the interview?

1 Not at all suspicious
2 Somewhat suspicious
3 Very suspicious
4 Not ascertained - change in interviewer; interviewer of record was not in contact with R before the interview

VAR 98P443

Z8. Overall, how great was the respondent's interest in the interview?

1 Very high
2 Fairly high
3 Average
4 Fairly low
5 Very low

VAR 98P444
Z9. How sincere did the respondent seem to be in his/her answers?
1 Completely sincere
2 Usually sincere
3 Often seemed to be insincere

Z9A. Were there any particular parts of the interview for which you doubted the respondent's sincerity? (IF SO NAME THEM BY SECTION OR QUESTION NUMBER.)

TEXT RESPONSES HAVE BEEN BLANKED TO PROTECT RESPONDENT CONFIDENTIALITY

Z11(1). Select EACH of the following that describes the respondent's reaction to the interview.
1 Negative - in general
2 Negative - too long
3 Negative - too complicated
4 Negative - boring, tedious, or repetitious
5 Respondent wanted to stop before the interview was complete/Made comments indicating they regretted agreeing to the interview
6 Respondent complained or you observed they were ill or tired and had trouble completing the interview
7 Respondent complained or you observed they were confused by the questions
8 Respondent expressed doubt, apologies, or embarrassment over lack of knowledge or own suitability for the interview
9 Respondent expressed doubt, apologies, or embarrassment over lack of political knowledge, candidate names, election issues, or own lack of political participation
10 Respondent was agitated or stressed by the interview process
11 Respondent became angry at interview content
12 Respondent became concerned about sampling purposes or bias
13 Respondent appeared to enjoy the interview (was cooperative, interested, pleasant)
14 Neutral or no feedback

Z11(2) Select EACH of the following that describes the respondent's reaction to the interview.
1 Negative - in general
2 Negative - too long
3 Negative - too complicated
4 Negative - boring, tedious, or repetitious
5 Respondent wanted to stop before the interview was complete/Made comments indicating they regretted agreeing to the interview
6 Respondent complained or you observed they were ill or tired and had trouble completing the interview
7 Respondent complained or you observed they were confused by the
Respondent expressed doubt, apologies, or embarrassment over lack of knowledge or own suitability for the interview

Respondent expressed doubt, apologies, or embarrassment over lack of political knowledge, candidate names, election issues, or own lack of political participation

Respondent was agitated or stressed by the interview process

Respondent became angry at interview content

Respondent became concerned about sampling purposes or bias

Respondent appeared to enjoy the interview (was cooperative, interested, pleasant)

No further mention

-----------------------------

VAR 98P448

Z11(3) Select EACH of the following that describes the respondent's reaction to the interview.

1 Negative - in general
2 Negative - too long
3 Negative - too complicated
4 Negative - boring, tedious, or repetitious
5 Respondent wanted to stop before the interview was complete/Made comments indicating they regretted agreeing to the interview
6 Respondent complained or you observed they were ill or tired and had trouble completing the interview
7 Respondent complained or you observed they were confused by the questions
8 Respondent expressed doubt, apologies, or embarrassment over lack of knowledge or own suitability for the interview
9 Respondent expressed doubt, apologies, or embarrassment over lack of political knowledge, candidate names, election issues, or own lack of political participation
10 Respondent was agitated or stressed by the interview process
11 Respondent became angry at interview content
12 Respondent became concerned about sampling purposes or bias
13 Respondent appeared to enjoy the interview (was cooperative, interested, pleasant)
00 No further mention

-----------------------------

VAR 98P449

Z11(4) Select EACH of the following that describes the respondent's reaction to the interview.

1 Negative - in general
2 Negative - too long
3 Negative - too complicated
4 Negative - boring, tedious, or repetitious
5 Respondent wanted to stop before the interview was complete/Made comments indicating they regretted agreeing to the interview
6 Respondent complained or you observed they were ill or tired and had trouble completing the interview
7 Respondent complained or you observed they were confused by the questions
8 Respondent expressed doubt, apologies, or embarrassment over lack of knowledge or own suitability for the interview
9 Respondent expressed doubt, apologies, or embarrassment over lack of political knowledge, candidate names, election issues, or own lack of political participation
10 Respondent was agitated or stressed by the interview process
11 Respondent became angry at interview content
12 Respondent became concerned about sampling purposes or bias
13 Respondent appeared to enjoy the interview (was cooperative, interested, pleasant)
00 No further mention

-----------------------------
of political knowledge, candidate names, election issues, or own lack of political participation
10 Respondent was agitated or stressed by the interview process
11 Respondent became angry at interview content
12 Respondent became concerned about sampling purposes or bias
13 Respondent appeared to enjoy the interview (was cooperative, interested, pleasant)
00 No further mention

==============================================
VAR 98P450

Z11(5) Select EACH of the following that describes the respondent's reaction to the interview.

1 Negative - in general
2 Negative - too long
3 Negative - too complicated
4 Negative - boring, tedious, or repetitious
5 Respondent wanted to stop before the interview was complete/Made comments indicating they regretted agreeing to the interview
6 Respondent complained or you observed they were ill or tired and had trouble completing the interview
7Respondent complained or you observed they were confused by the questions
8 Respondent expressed doubt, apologies, or embarrassment over lack of knowledge or own suitability for the interview
9 Respondent expressed doubt, apologies, or embarrassment over lack of political knowledge, candidate names, election issues, or own lack of political participation
10 Respondent was agitated or stressed by the interview process
11 Respondent became angry at interview content
12 Respondent became concerned about sampling purposes or bias
13 Respondent appeared to enjoy the interview (was cooperative, interested, pleasant)
00 No further mention

==============================================
VAR 98P451

Z11(6) Select EACH of the following that describes the respondent's reaction to the interview.

1 Negative - in general
2 Negative - too long
3 Negative - too complicated
4 Negative - boring, tedious, or repetitious
5 Respondent wanted to stop before the interview was complete/Made comments indicating they regretted agreeing to the interview
6 Respondent complained or you observed they were ill or tired and had trouble completing the interview
7 Respondent complained or you observed they were confused by the questions
8 Respondent expressed doubt, apologies, or embarrassment over lack of knowledge or own suitability for the interview
9 Respondent expressed doubt, apologies, or embarrassment over lack of political knowledge, candidate names, election issues, or own lack of political participation
10 Respondent was agitated or stressed by the interview process
11 Respondent became angry at interview content
12 Respondent became concerned about sampling purposes or bias
13 Respondent appeared to enjoy the interview (was cooperative, interested, pleasant)
00 No further mention

==============================
VAR 98P4532

Z11(7) Select EACH of the following that describes the respondent's reaction to the interview.

1 Negative - in general
2 Negative - too long
3 Negative - too complicated
4 Negative - boring, tedious, or repetitious
5 Respondent wanted to stop before the interview was complete/Made comments indicating they regretted agreeing to the interview
6 Respondent complained or you observed they were ill or tired and had trouble completing the interview
7 Respondent complained or you observed they were confused by the questions
8 Respondent expressed doubt, apologies, or embarrassment over lack of knowledge or own suitability for the interview
9 Respondent expressed doubt, apologies, or embarrassment over lack of political knowledge, candidate names, election issues, or own lack of political participation
10 Respondent was agitated or stressed by the interview process
11 Respondent became angry at interview content
12 Respondent became concerned about sampling purposes or bias
13 Respondent appeared to enjoy the interview (was cooperative, interested, pleasant)
00 No further mention

==============================
VAR 98P453

Z11(8) Select EACH of the following that describes the respondent's reaction to the interview.

1 Negative - in general
2 Negative - too long
3 Negative - too complicated
4 Negative - boring, tedious, or repetitious
5 Respondent wanted to stop before the interview was complete/Made comments indicating they regretted agreeing to the interview
6 Respondent complained or you observed they were ill or tired and had trouble completing the interview
7 Respondent complained or you observed they were confused by the questions
8 Respondent expressed doubt, apologies, or embarrassment over lack of knowledge or own suitability for the interview
9 Respondent expressed doubt, apologies, or embarrassment over lack of political knowledge, candidate names, election issues, or own lack of political participation
10 Respondent was agitated or stressed by the interview process
11 Respondent became angry at interview content
12 Respondent became concerned about sampling purposes or bias
13 Respondent appeared to enjoy the interview (was cooperative, interested, pleasant)
00 No further mention
Z11(9)  Select EACH of the following that describes the respondent's reaction to the interview.

1  Negative - in general
2  Negative - too long
3  Negative - too complicated
4  Negative - boring, tedious, or repetitious
5  Respondent wanted to stop before the interview was complete/Made comments indicating they regretted agreeing to the interview
6  Respondent complained or you observed they were ill or tired and had trouble completing the interview
7  Respondent complained or you observed they were confused by the questions
8  Respondent expressed doubt, apologies, or embarrassment over lack of knowledge or own suitability for the interview
9  Respondent expressed doubt, apologies, or embarrassment over lack of political knowledge, candidate names, election issues, or own lack of political participation
10 Respondent was agitated or stressed by the interview process
11 Respondent became angry at interview content
12 Respondent became concerned about sampling purposes or bias
13 Respondent appeared to enjoy the interview (was cooperative, interested, pleasant)
00  No further mention

Z11(10)  Select EACH of the following that describes the respondent's reaction to the interview.

1  Negative - in general
2  Negative - too long
3  Negative - too complicated
4  Negative - boring, tedious, or repetitious
5  Respondent wanted to stop before the interview was complete/Made comments indicating they regretted agreeing to the interview
6  Respondent complained or you observed they were ill or tired and had trouble completing the interview
7  Respondent complained or you observed they were confused by the questions
8  Respondent expressed doubt, apologies, or embarrassment over lack of knowledge or own suitability for the interview
9  Respondent expressed doubt, apologies, or embarrassment over lack of political knowledge, candidate names, election issues, or own lack of political participation
10 Respondent was agitated or stressed by the interview process
11 Respondent became angry at interview content
12 Respondent became concerned about sampling purposes or bias
13 Respondent appeared to enjoy the interview (was cooperative, interested, pleasant)
00  No further mention

VAR 98P456
RAND.A11

ORDER OF ITEMS A11A, A11B-B2, A11C


0. INAP 2 IN A11

=================================================================
VAR 98P457

RAND.B1A

ORDER OF ITEM B1A IN SERIES B1A-B1F
Coded 1-6

=================================================================
VAR 98P458

RAND.B1B

ORDER OF ITEM B1B IN SERIES B1A-B1F
Coded 1-6

=================================================================
VAR 98P459

RAND.B1C

ORDER OF ITEM B1C IN SERIES B1A-B1F
Coded 1-6

=================================================================
VAR 98P460

RAND.B1D

ORDER OF ITEM B1D IN SERIES B1A-B1F
Coded 1-6

=================================================================
VAR 98P461

RAND.B1E

ORDER OF ITEM B1E IN SERIES B1A-B1F
Coded 1-6

=================================================================
VAR 98P462
ORDER OF ITEM B1F IN SERIES B1A-B1F

Coded 1-6

===================================
VAR 98P463

ORDER OF ITEMS C1C-C1C1, C1D-C1D1, C1E-C1E1.

C1C-C1C1 are the thermometer questions for gubernatorial candidate QC, C1D-C1D1 are the thermometer questions for gubernatorial candidate QD, and C1E-C1E1 are the thermometer questions for the retiring governor (QG) in R's state.

1. C1C-C1C1: FIRST, C1D-C1D1: SECOND, C1E-C1E1: THIRD
2. C1C-C1C1: FIRST, C1D-C1D1: THIRD, C1E-C1E1: SECOND
3. C1C-C1C1: SECOND, C1D-C1D1: FIRST, C1E-C1E1: THIRD
4. C1C-C1C1: SECOND, C1D-C1D1: THIRD, C1E-C1E1: FIRST
5. C1C-C1C1: THIRD, C1D-C1D1: FIRST, C1E-C1E1: SECOND
5. C1C-C1C1: THIRD, C1D-C1D1: SECOND, C1E-C1E1: FIRST

===================================
VAR 98P464

ORDER OF ITEMS C1F-C1F1, C1G-C1G1

C1F-C1F1 are the thermometer questions for Senate candidate QF (Incumbent Senator Running for Re-election) and C1G-C1G1 are the thermometer questions for Senate candidate QE (Incumbent Senator).

1. C1F: FIRST, C1G: SECOND
2. C1F: SECOND, C1G: FIRST

===================================
VAR 98P465


This variable describes the order of "Religious Right" in the series of thermometers for groups.

Note: Randomization position among the 6 sets of questions was established but questions C2A1-2A1A were not asked if half-sample selection item C2 was set to 2, and questions C2A2-2A2A were not asked if half-sample selection item C2 was set to 1. Variables V98P465-V98P470 represent the order of the 6 sets of questions before question set C2A1-2A1A or C2A2-2A2A was dropped in the half-sample selection.

Coded 1-6
VAR 98P466

RAND.C2A2


This variable describes the order of "Christian Fundamentalists" in the series of thermometers for groups.

Note: Randomization position among the 6 sets of questions was established but questions C2A1-2A1A were not asked if half-sample selection item C2 was set to 2, and questions C2A2-2A2A were not asked if half-sample selection item C2 was set to 1. Variables V98P465-V98P470 represent the order of the 6 sets of questions before question set C2A1-2A1A or C2A2-2A2A was dropped in the half-sample selection.

Coded 1-6

VAR 98P467

RAND.C2B


This variable describes the order of "labor unions" in the series of thermometers for groups.

Note: Randomization position among the 6 sets of questions was established but questions C2A1-2A1A were not asked if half-sample selection item C2 was set to 2, and questions C2A2-2A2A were not asked if half-sample selection item C2 was set to 1. Variables V98P465-V98P470 represent the order of the 6 sets of questions before question set C2A1-2A1A or C2A2-2A2A was dropped in the half-sample selection.

Coded 1-6

VAR 98P468

RAND.C2C

ORDER OF ITEMS C2C-2C1 IN SERIES C2A1-2A1A/C2A2-2A2A, C2B-2B1, C2C-2C1, C2D-2D1, C2E-2E1

This variable describes the order of "pro-life groups" in the series of thermometers for groups.

Note: Randomization position among the 6 sets of questions was established but questions C2A1-2A1A were not asked if half-sample selection item C2 was set to 2, and questions C2A2-2A2A were not asked if half-sample selection item C2 was set to 1. Variables V98P465-V98P470 represent the order of the 6 sets of questions before question set C2A1-2A1A or
C2A2-2A2A was dropped in the half-sample selection.

Coded 1-6

=================================================================

VAR 98P469

RAND.C2D

ORDER OF ITEMS C2D-2D1 IN SERIES C2A1-2A1A/C2A2-2A2A, C2B-2B1, C2C-2C1, C2D-2D1, C2E-2E1

This variable describes the order of "environmental protection groups" in the series of thermometers for groups.

Note: Randomization position among the 6 sets of questions was established but questions C2A1-2A1A were not asked if half-sample selection item C2 was set to 2, and questions C2A2-2A2A were not asked if half-sample selection item C2 was set to 1. Variables V98P465-V98P470 represent the order of the 6 sets of questions before question set C2A1-2A1A or C2A2-2A2A was dropped in the half-sample selection.

Coded 1-6

=================================================================

VAR 98P470

RAND.C2E

ORDER OF ITEMS C2E-2E1 IN SERIES C2A1-2A1A/C2A2-2A2A, C2B-2B1, C2C-2C1, C2D-2D1, C2E-2E1

This variable describes the order of "conservative religious groups" in the series of thermometers for groups.

Note: Randomization position among the 6 sets of questions was established but questions C2A1-2A1A were not asked if half-sample selection item C2 was set to 2, and questions C2A2-2A2A were not asked if half-sample selection item C2 was set to 1. Variables V98P465-V98P470 represent the order of the 6 sets of questions before question set C2A1-2A1A or C2A2-2A2A was dropped in the half-sample selection.

Coded 1-6

=================================================================

VAR 98P471

RAND.F1-8

ORDER OF ITEMS F1A-F4B, F5A-F8B

GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATE AFFECTS - 1ST VERSION

This describes the relative order of the affects series for candidate QC (F1A-F4B) and the affects series for candidate QD (F5A-F8B).

1. F1A-F4B: FIRST  F5A-F8B: SECOND
2. F1A-F4B: SECOND  F5A-F8B: FIRST
0. INAP 2,3 IN F1

GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATE AFFECTS - 1ST VERSION

This describes the order of the affect "proud" among the 4 affects for gubernatorial candidate QC.

Coded 1-4 and:

0. INAP 2,3 IN F1

GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATE AFFECTS - 1ST VERSION

This describes the order of the affect "afraid" among the 4 affects for gubernatorial candidate QC.

Coded 1-4 and:

0. INAP 2,3 IN F1

GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATE AFFECTS - 1ST VERSION

This describes the order of the affect "hopeful" among the 4 affects for gubernatorial candidate QC.

Coded 1-4 and:

0. INAP 2,3 IN F1

GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATE AFFECTS - 1ST VERSION

This describes the order of the affect "afraid" among the 4 affects for gubernatorial candidate QC.

Coded 1-4 and:

0. INAP 2,3 IN F1
This describes the order of the affect "angry" among the 4 affects for gubernatorial candidate QC.

Coded 1-4 and:

0. INAP 2,3 IN F1

=================================
VAR 98P476

RAND.F5

ORDER OF ITEM F5A-5B IN SERIES F5A-B, F6A-B, F7A-B, F8A-B

Gubernatorial Candidate Affects - 1ST Version

This describes the order of the affect "proud" among the 4 affects for gubernatorial candidate QD.

Coded 1-4 and:

0. INAP 2,3 IN F1

=================================
VAR 98P477

RAND.F6

ORDER OF ITEM F6A-6B IN SERIES F5A-B, F6A-B, F7A-B, F8A-B

Gubernatorial Candidate Affects - 1ST Version

This describes the order of the affect "afraid" among the 4 affects for gubernatorial candidate QD.

Coded 1-4 and:

0. INAP 2,3 IN F1

=================================
VAR 98P478

RAND.F7

ORDER OF ITEM F7A-7B IN SERIES F5A-B, F6A-B, F7A-B, F8A-B

Gubernatorial Candidate Affects - 1ST Version

This describes the order of the affect "hopeful" among the 4 affects for gubernatorial candidate QD.

Coded 1-4 and:

0. INAP 2,3 IN F1

=================================
VAR 98P479

RAND.F8
ORDER OF ITEM F8A-8B IN SERIES F5A-B, F6A-B, F7A-B, F8A-B

GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATE AFFECTS - 1ST VERSION

This describes the order of the affect "angry" among the 4 affects for gubernatorial candidate QD.

Coded 1-4 and:

0. INAP 2,3 IN F1

=====================================================
VAR 98P480

RAND.F9-16

ORDER OF ITEMS F9A-F12B, F13A-F16B

GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATE AFFECTS - 2ND VERSION

This describes the relative order of the affects series for candidate QC (F9A-F12B) and the affects series for candidate QD (F13A-F16B).

1. F9A-F12B: FIRST F13A-F16B: SECOND
2. F9A-F12B: SECOND F13A-F16B: FIRST

0. INAP 1,3 IN F1

=====================================================
VAR 98P481

RAND.F9


GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATE AFFECTS - 2ND VERSION

This describes the order of the affect "proud" among the 4 affects for gubernatorial candidate QC.

Coded 1-4 and:

0. INAP 1,3 IN F1

=====================================================
VAR 98P482

RAND.F10


GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATE AFFECTS - 2ND VERSION

This describes the order of the affect "afraid" among the 4 affects for gubernatorial candidate QC.

Coded 1-4 and:

0. INAP 1,3 IN F1
VAR 98P483

RAND.F11


GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATE AFFECTS - 2ND VERSION

This describes the order of the affect "hopeful" among the 4 affects for gubernatorial candidate QC.

Coded 1-4 and:

0. INAP 1,3 IN F1

VAR 98P484

RAND.F12


GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATE AFFECTS - 2ND VERSION

This describes the order of the affect "angry" among the 4 affects for gubernatorial candidate QC.

Coded 1-4 and:

0. INAP 1,3 IN F1

VAR 98P485

RAND.F13


GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATE AFFECTS - 2ND VERSION

This describes the order of the affect "proud" among the 4 affects for gubernatorial candidate QD.

Coded 1-4 and:

0. INAP 1,3 IN F1

VAR 98P486

RAND.F14


GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATE AFFECTS - 2ND VERSION

This describes the order of the affect "afraid" among the 4 affects for gubernatorial candidate QD.
Coded 1-4 and:
0. INAP 1,3 IN F1

-------------------------------
VAR 98P487

RAND.F15


GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATE AFFECTS - 2ND VERSION

This describes the order of the affect "hopeful" among the 4 affects for gubernatorial candidate QD.

Coded 1-4 and:
0. INAP 1,3 IN F1

-------------------------------
VAR 98P488

RAND.F16

ORDER OF ITEM F16A-16B IN SERIES F13A-B, F14A-B, F15A-B, F16A-B

GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATE AFFECTS - 2ND VERSION

This describes the order of the affect "angry" among the 4 affects for gubernatorial candidate QD.

Coded 1-4 and:
0. INAP 1,3 IN F1

-------------------------------
VAR 98P489

RAND.F17-24

ORDER OF ITEMS F17A-F20B, F21A-F24B

GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATE AFFECTS - 3RD VERSION

This describes the relative order of the affects series for candidate QC (F17A-F20B) and the affects series for candidate QD (F21A-F24B).

1. F17A-F20B: FIRST  F21A-F24B: SECOND
2. F17A-F20B: SECOND  F21A-F24B: FIRST

0. INAP 1,2 IN F1

-------------------------------
VAR 98P490

RAND.F17

ORDER OF ITEM F17A-17B IN SERIES F17A-B, F18A-B, F19A-B F20A-B
Gubernatorial Candidate Affects - 3rd Version

This describes the order of the affect "proud" among the 4 affects for gubernatorial candidate QC.

Coded 1-4 and:

0. INAP 1,2 IN F1

-------------------------------
VAR 98P491

RAND.F18


Gubernatorial Candidate Affects - 3rd Version

This describes the order of the affect "afraid" among the 4 affects for gubernatorial candidate QC.

Coded 1-4 and:

0. INAP 1,2 IN F1

-------------------------------
VAR 98P492

RAND.F19


Gubernatorial Candidate Affects - 3rd Version

This describes the order of the affect "hopeful" among the 4 affects for gubernatorial candidate QC.

Coded 1-4 and:

0. INAP 1,2 IN F1

-------------------------------
VAR 98P493

RAND.F20


Gubernatorial Candidate Affects - 3rd Version

This describes the order of the affect "angry" among the 4 affects for gubernatorial candidate QC.

Coded 1-4 and:

0. INAP 1,2 IN F1

-------------------------------
VAR 98P494

RAND.F21

Gubernatorial Candidate Affects - 3rd Version
This describes the order of the affect "proud" among the 4 affects for gubernatorial candidate QD.

Coded 1-4 and:
0. INAP 1,2 IN F1

---------------------------
VAR 98P495

RAND.F22

Gubernatorial Candidate Affects - 3rd Version
This describes the order of the affect "afraid" among the 4 affects for gubernatorial candidate QD.

Coded 1-4 and:
0. INAP 1,2 IN F1

---------------------------
VAR 98P496

RAND.F23

Gubernatorial Candidate Affects - 3rd Version
This describes the order of the affect "hopeful" among the 4 affects for gubernatorial candidate QD.

Coded 1-4 and:
0. INAP 1,2 IN F1

---------------------------
VAR 98P497

RAND.F24

Gubernatorial Candidate Affects - 3rd Version
This describes the order of the affect "angry" among the 4 affects for gubernatorial candidate QD.

Coded 1-4 and:
0. INAP 1,2 IN F1
VAR 98P498

RAND.G13

ORDER OF TEXT "DEMOCRATS" AND "REPUBLICANS" IN QUESTION G13

1     "Democrats" read first, "Republicans" read second
2     "Republicans" read first, "Democrats" read second
0     INAP IN G13

VAR 98P499

RAND.H1A

ORDER OF ITEM H1A IN SERIES H1A-H1D

Coded 1-4

VAR 98P500

RAND.H1B

ORDER OF ITEM H1B IN SERIES H1A-H1D

Coded 1-4

VAR 98P501

RAND.H1C

ORDER OF ITEM H1C IN SERIES H1A-H1D

Coded 1-4

VAR 98P502

RAND.H1D

ORDER OF ITEM H1D IN SERIES H1A-H1D

Coded 1-4

VAR 98P503

RAND.M13

ORDER OF ITEMS IN SERIES M13-M15

0   INAP IN M13-M15

============================================
VAR  98P504

RAND.Q4

ORDER OF TEXT "POSITIVE" AND "NEGATIVE" IN QUESTION Q4
1 "Positive" read first, "Negative" read second
2 "Negative" read first, "Positive" read second

============================================
VAR  98P505

RAND.Q5-7

ORDER OF ITEMS IN SERIES Q5-Q7
1. Q5: FIRST  Q6: SECOND  Q7: THIRD
2. Q5: FIRST  Q6: THIRD  Q7: SECOND
3. Q5: SECOND  Q6: FIRST  Q7: THIRD
4. Q5: SECOND  Q6: THIRD  Q7: FIRST
5. Q5: THIRD  Q6: FIRST  Q7: SECOND
5. Q5: THIRD  Q6: SECOND  Q7: FIRST
0   INAP (HALF SAMPLE)

============================================
VAR  98P506

RAND.R1

ORDER OF ITEMS R1A, R1B-1B2, R1C
1. R1A: FIRST  R1B-1B2: SECOND  R1C: THIRD
2. R1A: FIRST  R1B-1B2: THIRD  R1C: SECOND
3. R1A: SECOND  R1B-1B2: FIRST  R1C: THIRD
4. R1A: SECOND  R1B-1B2: THIRD  R1C: FIRST
5. R1A: THIRD  R1B-1B2: FIRST  R1C: SECOND
5. R1A: THIRD  R1B-1B2: SECOND  R1C: FIRST
0   INAP (HALF SAMPLE)

============================================
VAR  98P507

RAND.R2

ORDER OF ITEMS R2A1-A2, R2B
1. R2A1-A2: FIRST  R2B: SECOND
2. R2A1-A2: SECOND  R2B: FIRST

============================================
VAR  98P508

RAND.R3
ORDER OF ITEMS R3A, R3B, R3C

1. R3A: FIRST  R3B: SECOND  R3C: THIRD
2. R3A: FIRST  R3B: THIRD   R3C: SECOND
3. R3A: SECOND R3B: FIRST   R3C: THIRD
4. R3A: SECOND R3B: THIRD   R3C: FIRST
5. R3A: THIRD  R3B: FIRST   R3C: SECOND
6. R3A: THIRD  R3B: SECOND  R3C: FIRST

QUESTION TIMINGS

Question timings are the timings exactly as recorded by the CATI application. In a few cases, presence of missing data in a timing variable may not correspond to INAP in the question data (or vice versa) to slight irregularities in the recording process.

All missing data in timing variables are coded 0.

Note: timings for section M questions follow timings for section L; this varies from the questionnaire, in which section M follows section P.

===============================================
VAR 98P509

TIME.A1

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

===============================================
VAR 98P510

TIME.A2

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

===============================================
VAR 98P511

TIME.A3

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

===============================================
VAR 98P512

TIME.A3A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

===============================================
VAR 98P513
TIME.A3B
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================================
VAR 98P514
TIME.A4
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================================
VAR 98P515
TIME.A4A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================================
VAR 98P516
TIME.A5
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================================
VAR 98P517
TIME.A6
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================================
VAR 98P518
TIME.A7
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================================
VAR 98P519
TIME.A8
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================================
VAR 98P520
TIME.A9
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

---------------------------
VAR 98P521
TIME.A10
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

---------------------------
VAR 98P522
TIME.A10A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

---------------------------
VAR 98P523
TIME.A10B
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

---------------------------
VAR 98P524
TIME.A11A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

---------------------------
VAR 98P525
TIME.A11B
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

---------------------------
VAR 98P526
TIME.A11B1
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

---------------------------
VAR 98P527
TIME.A11B2
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

---------------------------
VAR 98P528
TIME.A11C
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P529
TIME.B1AINT
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P530
TIME.B1A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P531
TIME.B1B
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P532
TIME.B1C
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P533
TIME.B1D
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P534
TIME.B1E
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P535
TIME.B1F
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P536
TIME.B2
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P537
TIME.B3
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P538
TIME.B3A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P539
TIME.B3AA
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P540
TIME.B3B1
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P541
TIME.B3B2
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P542
TIME.B3B3
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P543
TIME.C1AINT

Number of seconds administering. 
See timing note preceding V98P509.

=================================
VAR 98P544
TIME.C1A

Number of seconds administering. 
See timing note preceding V98P509.

=================================
VAR 98P545
TIME.C1A1

Number of seconds administering. 
See timing note preceding V98P509.

=================================
VAR 98P546
TIME.C1B

Number of seconds administering. 
See timing note preceding V98P509.

=================================
VAR 98P547
TIME.C1B1

Number of seconds administering. 
See timing note preceding V98P509.

=================================
VAR 98P548
TIME.C1C

Number of seconds administering. 
See timing note preceding V98P509.

=================================
VAR 98P549
TIME.C1C1

Number of seconds administering. 
See timing note preceding V98P509.

=================================
VAR 98P550
TIME.C1D

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

=======================================
VAR 98P551

TIME.C1D1

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

=======================================
VAR 98P552

TIME.C1E

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

=======================================
VAR 98P553

TIME.C1E1

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

=======================================
VAR 98P554

TIME.C1F

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

=======================================
VAR 98P555

TIME.C1F1

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

=======================================
VAR 98P556

TIME.C1G

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

=======================================
VAR 98P557

TIME.C1G1

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

=======================================
VAR 98P558
TIME.C2AINT
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P559
TIME.C2A1
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P560
TIME.C2A1A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P561
TIME.C2A2
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P562
TIME.C2A2A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P563
TIME.C2B
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P564
TIME.C2B1
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P565
TIME.C2C
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

---------------------------------
VAR 98P566
TIME.C2C1
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

---------------------------------
VAR 98P567
TIME.C2D
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

---------------------------------
VAR 98P568
TIME.C2D1
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

---------------------------------
VAR 98P569
TIME.C2E
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

---------------------------------
VAR 98P570
TIME.C2E1
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

---------------------------------
VAR 98P571
TIME.C3
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

---------------------------------
VAR 98P572
TIME.C3A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

---------------------------------
VAR 98P573
TIME.C3B

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P574

TIME.D1AINT

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P575

TIME.D1A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P576

TIME.D1B

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P577

TIME.D1C

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P578

TIME.D1D

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P579

TIME.D2

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P580

TIME.D2A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

---------------------------------------
VAR 98P581

TIME.D3

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

---------------------------------------
VAR 98P582

TIME.D4A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

---------------------------------------
VAR 98P583

TIME.D4B

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

---------------------------------------
VAR 98P584

TIME.D4C

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

---------------------------------------
VAR 98P585

TIME.D4D

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

---------------------------------------
VAR 98P586

TIME.E1

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

---------------------------------------
VAR 98P587

TIME.E1A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

---------------------------------------
VAR 98P588
TIME.E2
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P589

TIME.E2A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P590

TIME.E3
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P591

TIME.E3A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P592

TIME.E4
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P593

TIME.E4A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P594

TIME.E5
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P595

TIME.E5A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

________________________________________
VAR 98P596

TIME.E6

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

________________________________________
VAR 98P597

TIME.E6A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

________________________________________
VAR 98P598

TIME.E7

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

________________________________________
VAR 98P599

TIME.E7A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

________________________________________
VAR 98P600

TIME.E8

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

________________________________________
VAR 98P601

TIME.E8A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

________________________________________
VAR 98P602

TIME.E9

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.
TIME.E10
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
VAR 98P604
TIME.E11
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
VAR 98P605
TIME.E12
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
VAR 98P606
TIME.E13
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
VAR 98P607
TIME.E14
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
VAR 98P608
TIME.E15
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
VAR 98P609
TIME.E16
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
VAR 98P610
TIME.F1AINT
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P611

TIME.F1A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P612

TIME.F1B

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P613

TIME.F2A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P614

TIME.F2B

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P615

TIME.F3A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P616

TIME.F3B

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P617

TIME.F4A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P618
TIME.F4B

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P619

TIME.F5A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P620

TIME.F5B

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P621

TIME.F6A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P622

TIME.F6B

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P623

TIME.F7A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P624

TIME.F7B

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P625

TIME.F8A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

--------------------------
VAR 98P626

TIME.F8B

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

--------------------------
VAR 98P627

TIME.QF9AIN

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

--------------------------
VAR 98P628

TIME.F9A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

--------------------------
VAR 98P629

TIME.F9B

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

--------------------------
VAR 98P630

TIME.F10A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

--------------------------
VAR 98P631

TIME.F10B

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

--------------------------
VAR 98P632

TIME.F11A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

--------------------------
VAR 98P633
TIME.F11B
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P634
TIME.F12A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P635
TIME.F12B
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P636
TIME.F13AIN
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P637
TIME.F13A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P638
TIME.F13B
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P639
TIME.F14A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P640
TIME.F14B
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P641
TIME.F15A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P642
TIME.F15B
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P643
TIME.F16A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P644
TIME.F16B
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P645
TIME.F17AIN
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P646
TIME.F17A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P647
TIME.F17B
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P648
TIME.F18A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P649
TIME.F18B
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P650
TIME.F19A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P651
TIME.F19B
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P652
TIME.F20A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P653
TIME.F20B
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P654
TIME.F21AIN
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P655
TIME.F21A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P656
TIME.F21B
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P657
TIME.F22A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P658
TIME.F22B
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P659
TIME.F23A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P660
TIME.F23B
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P661
TIME.F24A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P662
TIME.F24B
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P663
TIME.F25INT

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P664
TIME.F25

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P665
TIME.F26

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P666
TIME.F27

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P667
TIME.F28

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P668
TIME.G1

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P669
TIME.G1A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P670
TIME.G2

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

=================================================================
VAR 98P671
TIME.G2A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

=================================================================
VAR 98P672
TIME.G3

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

=================================================================
VAR 98P673
TIME.G3A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

=================================================================
VAR 98P674
TIME.G4

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

=================================================================
VAR 98P675
TIME.G4A1

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

=================================================================
VAR 98P676
TIME.G4A2

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

=================================================================
VAR 98P677
TIME.G5

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

=================================================================
VAR 98P678
TIME.G5A1
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P679

TIME.G5A2
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P680

TIME.G6
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P681

TIME.G6A1
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P682

TIME.G6A2
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P683

TIME.G7
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P684

TIME.G8
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P685

TIME.G9
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P686

TIME.G10

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P687

TIME.G10A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P688

TIME.G11

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P689

TIME.G11A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P690

TIME.G12

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P691

TIME.G12A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P692

TIME.G13

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P693
TIME.G13A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P694

TIME.H1AINT

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P695

TIME.H1A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P696

TIME.H1B

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P697

TIME.H1C

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P698

TIME.H1D

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P699

TIME.H2AINT

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P700

TIME.H2A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P701

TIME.H2A1

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P702

TIME.H2A2

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P703

TIME.H3AINT

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P704

TIME.H3A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P705

TIME.H3A1

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P706

TIME.H3A2

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P707

TIME.H4

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P708
TIME.H4A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================================
VAR 98P709

TIME.H5

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================================
VAR 98P710

TIME.H5A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================================
VAR 98P711

TIME.J1A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================================
VAR 98P712

TIME.J1B

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================================
VAR 98P713

TIME.J1C

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================================
VAR 98P714

TIME.J2A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================================
VAR 98P715

TIME.J2B

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P716
TIME.J2C

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P717
TIME.J3A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P718
TIME.J3B

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P719
TIME.J3C

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P720
TIME.J4A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P721
TIME.J4B

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P722
TIME.J4C

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P723
TIME.K1AINT
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

================================
VAR 98P724

TIME.K1A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

================================
VAR 98P725

TIME.K1B
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

================================
VAR 98P726

TIME.K2A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

================================
VAR 98P727

TIME.K2B
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

================================
VAR 98P728

TIME.K3A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

================================
VAR 98P729

TIME.K3B
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

================================
VAR 98P730

TIME.K4A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

V98P731

TIME.K4B

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

V98P732

TIME.K5A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

V98P733

TIME.K5B

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

V98P734

TIME.K6A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

V98P735

TIME.K6B

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

V98P736

TIME.L1

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

V98P737

TIME.L1A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.
TIME.L1B
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==================================
VAR 98P739

TIME.L1C
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==================================
VAR 98P740

TIME.L2A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==================================
VAR 98P741

TIME.L3A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==================================
VAR 98P742

TIME.L4
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==================================
VAR 98P743

TIME.L4A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==================================
VAR 98P744

TIME.L4B
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==================================
VAR 98P745

TIME.L5
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

========================================
VAR 98P746

TIME.L5A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

========================================
VAR 98P747

TIME.L5B

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

========================================
VAR 98P748

TIME.L6

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

========================================
VAR 98P749

TIME.L7

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

========================================
VAR 98P750

TIME.L7A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

========================================
VAR 98P751

TIME.L7B

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

========================================
VAR 98P752

TIME.M1INT

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

========================================
VAR 98P753
TIME.M1

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==================================
VAR 98P754

TIME.M2

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==================================
VAR 98P755

TIME.M3

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==================================
VAR 98P756

TIME.M4

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==================================
VAR 98P757

TIME.M5

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==================================
VAR 98P758

TIME.M6

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==================================
VAR 98P759

TIME.M7

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==================================
VAR 98P760

TIME.M8

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P761
TIME.M9
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P762
TIME.M10
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P763
TIME.M11
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P764
TIME.M12
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P765
TIME.M12A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P766
TIME.M12B
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P767
TIME.M12C
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P768
TIME.M12D
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

===============================================
VAR 98P769
TIME.M13INT
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

===============================================
VAR 98P770
TIME.M13
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

===============================================
VAR 98P771
TIME.M14
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

===============================================
VAR 98P772
TIME.M15
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

===============================================
VAR 98P773
TIME.P1
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

===============================================
VAR 98P774
TIME.P2
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

===============================================
VAR 98P775
TIME.P3
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------------------------
VAR 98P776
TIME.P4
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------------------------
VAR 98P777
TIME.P5
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------------------------
VAR 98P778
TIME.P5A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------------------------
VAR 98P779
TIME.P6
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------------------------
VAR 98P780
TIME.P6A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------------------------
VAR 98P781
TIME.P7
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------------------------
VAR 98P782
TIME.P7A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.
TIME.P8

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P784

TIME.P8A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P785

TIME.Q1

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P786

TIME.Q2

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P787

TIME.Q3

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P788

TIME.Q4

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P789

TIME.Q4A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P790

TIME.Q4B

Number of seconds administering.
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See timing note preceding V98P509.

==================================
VAR 98P791
TIME.Q5INT
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==================================
VAR 98P792
TIME.Q5
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==================================
VAR 98P793
TIME.Q6
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==================================
VAR 98P794
TIME.Q7
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==================================
VAR 98P795
TIME.Q8
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==================================
VAR 98P796
TIME.Q9
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==================================
VAR 98P797
TIME.R1A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==================================
VAR 98P798
TIME.R1B

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-------------------------------
VAR 98P799

TIME.R1B1

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-------------------------------
VAR 98P800

TIME.R1C

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-------------------------------
VAR 98P801

TIME.R2A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-------------------------------
VAR 98P802

TIME.R2A1

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-------------------------------
VAR 98P803

TIME.R2A2

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-------------------------------
VAR 98P804

TIME.R2B

Number of seconds administering.

-------------------------------
VAR 98P805
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P806

TIME.R3A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P807

TIME.R3B

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P808

TIME.R3C

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P809

TIME.X1

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P810

TIME.X1A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P811

TIME.X2

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P812

TIME.X3A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==============================
VAR 98P813
TIME.X3B

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==================================
VAR 98P814

TIME.X4

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==================================
VAR 98P815

TIME.X4A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==================================
VAR 98P816

TIME.X4B

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==================================
VAR 98P817

TIME.X4C

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==================================
VAR 98P818

TIME.X4D

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==================================
VAR 98P819

TIME.X4E

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

==================================
VAR 98P820

TIME.X4F

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P821

TIME.X4G

Number of seconds administering.  
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P822

TIME.X4H

Number of seconds administering.  
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P823

TIME.X4I

Number of seconds administering.  
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P824

TIME.X4J

Number of seconds administering.  
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P825

TIME.X4K

Number of seconds administering.  
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P826

TIME.X4L

Number of seconds administering.  
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P827

TIME.X4M

Number of seconds administering.  
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P828
TIME.X6A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P829

TIME.X6B
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P830

TIME.X7
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P831

TIME.X8
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P832

TIME.Y1A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P833

TIME.Y2
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P834

TIME.Y3
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

VAR 98P835

TIME.Y3A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-------------------------------
VAR 98P836
TIME.Y3B
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-------------------------------
VAR 98P837
TIME.Y6
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-------------------------------
VAR 98P838
TIME.Y20
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-------------------------------
VAR 98P839
TIME.Y21
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-------------------------------
VAR 98P840
TIME.Y22
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-------------------------------
VAR 98P841
TIME.Y22A
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-------------------------------
VAR 98P842
TIME.Y22B
Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-------------------------------
VAR 98P843
TIME.Y23

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

========================================
VAR 98P844

TIME.Y23A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

========================================
VAR 98P845

TIME.Y28

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

========================================
VAR 98P846

TIME.Y30

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

========================================
VAR 98P847

TIME.Y30B

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

========================================
VAR 98P848

TIME.Z4

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

========================================
VAR 98P849

TIME.Z5

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

========================================
VAR 98P850

TIME.Z6

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P851

TIME.Z7

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P852

TIME.Z8

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P853

TIME.Z9

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P854

TIME.Z9A

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.

-----------------------------
VAR 98P855

TIME.Z11

Number of seconds administering.
See timing note preceding V98P509.